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A. L. McDonald 

WBH 
7/9/77 

Geothermal Resource Lease 

Serial No. U-14990 

Roosevelt Hot Springs KGRA 

The information herein is to supplement facts and data that has been 

submitted earlier regarding the Federal geothermal lease presently held by 

A. L. McDonald, Milford, Utah. 

Vie have received counsel and other valuable assistance from many 

professionals in the geothermal field. Acknowledgement for special services 

must go to the following: 

Dr. Burton Barnes 

FrankL. Battue11o 

Dr. C. W. Berge 
Buddy Bowden 
Kenneth W. Bu 11 

Eugene V. Ciancanelli 
James B. Cotter 
Dr. Gary \-1. Crosby 
Vlilliam L. D'Olier 

Dr. Val Finlayson 
Dr. Robert M. Galbraith 
Stanley Green 

Dr. John Via 11 ace Gwynn 
Dee Hansen 
Kent E. Hatfield 
Claire C. Heinzelman 

Bruce He 11 i er 
Norman P. Ingraham 
Lmve lT Johnson 
Jerry Klein 

Dr. James B. Koenig 

James Kohler 
Dr. Jay F. Kunze, P.E. 
Robert Lindquist 
Nancy McArtie 

Frank ~1etca lf 
Gordon A. Needham 

Dr. Carl Ott 
11ilan Papulak 

Dr. Joseph Ricco 
H. Rogers, Jr. 
Dr. Vern Rogers 

Dr. Jack Salisbury 
Carol Shobe 
Randall Stephens 
Dr. Stanley H. Ward 
Dr. James Whelen 

Dr. Mark M. Wright 
Robert VJright 

Through their cooperation, a series of facts have been identified that 

should be given serious consideration in Bountiful's assessment of purchasing 
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the McDonald lease, such as: 

A. Availability of Resource and Magnitude of Reservoir: 

There is complete agreement that a viable resource has been discovered 

and proven to be of commercial value; however, to date there has not 

been enough testing to characterize the reservoir. Additional testing 

and ultimately putting the reservoir into production will be required to 

determine the production capabilities of individual wells and whether the 

reservoir will sustain continuous high volume output. The entity who 

leads out by installing surface equipment for long term testing will be 

exposed to high risk. 

The paper prepared by R. C. Linzer, G. W. Crosby, and C. W. Berge, 

Phillips Petroleum Company, entitled "Recent Developments at the Roosevelt 

Hot Springs KGRA" is an excellent summary of the status of geothermal 

development surrounding the McDonald property. A copy of the paper is 

under Index "-E". 

B. Development of Hells: 

The McDonald property is located straddle the Dome fault. Approximately 

one-half of the forty (40) acres lies west of the. Dome. The wells that 

have been drilled on the West side have been non-productive; however, all 

major wells drilled on the East side have been productive. 

It is believed there is a greater risk to drill geothermal wells toward 

the top of the Dome. A study is near completion in the feasibility of Bountiful 

drilling at least one (1) well and perhaps two (2) on the east half of the 

McDonald property. It appears this can be accomplished, but the cost will 

be greater per well than Phillips Petroleum Company experienced in their drill

ing program. Carol A. Petersen quotes Dr. Gary Crosby, Phillips Petrolem Com

pany on Page 1 of her memorandum dated May 5, 1976 to J. H. Gwynn. A copy of 
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the memorandum is found under Index ''F''. 

A copy of the Jrilling study will be made available to you as soon as 

it is complete and should be inserted under Index "F". 

C. Underground Water Rights: 

The courts are still considering whether geothermal resources are mineral, 

water or what. The general feeling is that geothermal resources will be identi

fied as mi nera 1. However, the Utah Legislature has del ega ted the Engineer of the 

State of Utah full authority in the regulation of geothermal resources. The 

premise being that geothermal steam is water. 

The position of the State Engineer's office is that all waters (geothermal 

steam) in the State are public property whether under State or Federal lands, 

and appropriati.ons by the State Engineer are necessary before geothermal re

sources can be utilized. Applications have to be filed and hearings held just 

as if an irrigation or a culinary well is to be drilled. Approval is subject 

to the same requirements. 

McDonald has previously filed applications for three (3) wells. The fil

ings are No. 38796, 38797 and 38798. These applications will be transferred to 

Bountiful under the Lease Purchase Agreement. , The State has agreed to this 

assignment but warns Bountif.ul will be subject to the same regulations as 

others. 

The paper under Index E, page 4, under the section entitled "rlater Ap

plication Proceeding" explains the question of water appropriations. Also 

question of water appropriations. Also refer to Carol A. Petersen's mem

orandum under Index f for additional on water. 

The State favors unitization of lease holders in the Roosevelt KGRA and 

will apparantly use the authority of the office to accomplish the goal. The 

objective is to appropriate a defined amount of water for the entire KGR,I\ and 

the use will be apportioned based on the amount of individual acreage. 
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It is the State's opinion that Phillips has done an extremely impressive job 

in all phases of their exploration activities. It appears that Phillips can do 

no wrong. That Phillips would likely be selected as the operating agent for 

the Roosevelt KGRA. 

The question has been raised whether the chemical make-up of the water 

will, during sustained flow through a casing, reduce the diameter through 

scaling. 

It has been determined, based on the analysis of water generally found in 

the KGRA, that over a 1 ong peri ad of time sea 1 i ng wi 11 occur. However, it has 

also been determined that through economical chemical treatement of the geo

therma 1 resource that casing 1 ife can be extended to more than thirty ( 30) 

years. 

The chemical characteristic of the water is discussed beginning on page 6 

and continuing on page 7 of Index ''E'', Table 3, on page 7 shows the water 

analysis. 

D. Rights-of-Way, State and Federal Lands: 

To utilize the geothermal resource pipe lines, transmission and distribution 

lines, power plants and other related equipment will have to be installed within 

the Roosevelt KGRA. The question whether the use of the land for these facilities 

would be prohibited where geothermal leases had been previously granted needed to 

be ansv1ered. 

The letter from William Lowell Johnson, Land Specialist, State of Utah, 

Division of State Lands, and from Carol Shobe, Chief, Lands Section, United 

States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management, (BLM) under Index 

"G", in general confirms that rights-of-way across State and Federal lands can 

be acquired under certain conditions and regulations. 

The attachments and enclosures referred to in the above letters are available. 
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The United States Geological Survey (USGS) can also issue the use of 

Federal lands for research and development of geothermal power plants and 

associated equipment up to twenty-five megawatts. This special use is limit

ed to five (5) years. 

A letter from USGS confirming this was expected but failed to arrive. 

It will be furnished later and should be inserted under Index "G". 

E. Disposition of Surplus vJater: 

It has been indicated that the potential geothermal resources on the 

McDonald property could produce as much as 2850 barrels per hour (barrel = 

42 gallons) of surplus water. 

The State will require that surplus water be reinjected into the under

ground. At the present time the exact point that reinjection will occur to 

regenerate the reservoir is unknown. Until this is determined, production well 

owners will have to, individually or jointly, furnish a reinjection well or wells. 

Phillips plans to conduct a long term flow test this summer on Well No. 54-3. 

The flow wi 11 be piped to Well No. 82-33, for reinjection underground. An ex

planation of this plan can be found in the final paragraphs on page 7 of the 

paper under Index ''E''. 

The reinjection of surplus water can best be done under a unitized area; 

however, during an extended interim period individual or joint reinjection wells 

will be used. 

F. Generation and Transmission: 

The estimated cost of the geothermal steam turbine generation can be deter

mined quite accurately. A letter from F. L. Battuello, Senior Aprlication 

Engineer, General Electric Company quotes $190 per kilowatt for the turbine

generator and accessories. A copy of the letter, a drawing No. RW 80-2557-B, 

and the turbine generator equipment list under Index "H" covers the equipment 

proposed to be furnished. 

The letter continues and estimates the total installed value of $600 per 
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kilowatt. The equipment that serves the turbine generator is shown on dra,~ing 

#305lJ9l and listed on the sheets that follow and are under Index"!". 

It is my opinion that the total cost would be about $490 per kilowatt 

instead of $600. 

Additional information is under Index "J". Carol Petersen attended a 

geothermal short course entitled "Geothermal Energy and Electric Utilities--

a Backgl·ound for Decision". Her memorandum to J. W. Gwynn is a summary of the 

seminar. 

The Utah Power and Light Company (UP&L) has a 46,000 volt transmission 

line serving the t~ilford area that crosses the t~cDonald property. A copy of 

a map showing the location of the transmission lines is under Index "J". 

We have determined that this transmission line can transmit at least 

ten (10) megawatts under normal loading conditions and can be tapped at a 

reasonable cost. 

A letter has been sent to J. C. Taylor, Vice President, UP&L, requesting 

the transmission service and an opportunity to meet with him to discuss the 

details. A copy of the letter is under Index "J". 

The estimated cost per kilowatt hour to deliver geothermal generated power 

to Bountiful from the Roosevelt KGRA based on the best information available 

is determined as follows: 

ONE ( l ) TEN ( l 0) t1EGA~JA TT GEOTHER~!AL TURB IrlE-GEilERATOR 

Capital Costs 

Drilling of Two (2) Producing Wells 
Drilling of One (l) Reinjection Well 
Power Plant and Auxiliaries 

SUB TOTAL 

Engineering and Overhead 

TOTAL PROJECT COST 

$1 , 500,000 
400,000 

4,900,000 
$6,000,000 

850.000 
-~--~ 

$7,650,000 



Energy Cost (Mills 1 Kw Hr) 

Wells and Power Plant 
Engineering and Overhead 
Operation and Maintenance 
Royalty 
Transmission 
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TOTAL ENERGY COST (l) 

7. 570 
0.947 
1.611 
0.900 
2.000 

11.220 

(1) Based on 10 ~1\-J @85% plant capacity factor and a fixed 
charge rate of 8.30%. 

General information on geothermal electric power generation is also 

under Index "J". 

A paper by Ronald C. Barr, Earth Power Corporation, entitled "Geothemal 

" Energy and Electric Power Generation" and one by Robert Lengquist, 11agma-Thermal 

" Power and Fritz Hirschfeld, Historian, entitled "Geothermal Power -- The 'Sleeper' 

in the Energy Race", _furnishes excellent information. 

G. Taxation: 

Under the State Constitution, Bountiful would not be subject to state and 

local taxes. 

Private corporations will be subject to tax payments. 

A copy of a memorandum in the form of an opinion handed down by Robert H. 

Cooper, Assistant Director, Property Tax Division, State of Utah State Tax Com-

mission on January 20, 1976 is under Index "K". 

H. Financing: 

To finance a project of this magnitude Bountiful would have to issue re-

venue or general obligation bonds. 

The United States Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) 

has announced a vigorous program to have 3000 MW of ,geothermal electric 

power generation in operatic n by 1985. 

To help accomplish this goal Congress has passed Public Law 93-410 in 1974. 

The Act established the Geothermal Loan Guaranty Program. The first loan was 

made on r1ay 6, 1977. 

A notice of the loan being made and an explanation of the guaranty loan 
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program is under Index "L". 

During our investigation we consulted many times with ERDA officials 

regar.ding their geothermal electric power generating programs. 

We have been advised that within a few months ERDA will be requesting 

proposals from organizations desiring to participate in a demonstration pro-

ject for the utilization of geothermal energy for electric power generation. 

The RFP will cover a five (5) megawatt and a ten (10) megawatt power plant. 

The principal funding will be through ERDA. 

In our discussions with Dr. Val Finlayson, Utah Pov1er and Light Company 

(UP&L) he brought to our attention a request for expression of interest for 

a fifty (50) megawatt geothermal demonstration power plant UP&L had received 

from ERDA. 

A copy of a part of the request is under Index "L" 

I. Genera 1: 

It has been extremely gratifying to have so many people come forth and 

give assistance during our investigation of this project, including a number 

of Bountiful citizens. 

In our discussions with most of the people we have consulted with, we 

have encouraged them to express their personal opinions pertaining to Bountiful 

purchasing the t~cDonald geothermal lease, dri.lling geothermal wells and con

structing and operating a geothermal electric generating plant. It was un-

derstood that we were asking for their comments and under no circumstances 

would they or their firms or companys' be bound by their expressions. 

The negative comments were about equal to the positive. The significant 

ones are as follows: 

l. Phillips Petroleum has spent about 6.5 million dollars to prove 
the HcDonald property is favorably situated. 

2. Phillips Petroleum has so much money invested in the Roosevelt 
KGRA that they will not be able to market steam at a price com
pletive with coal costs for more than five (5) years from now. 

3. Forty (40) acres is too small. Not more than one well can be 
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drilled on it. 

4. Bountiful can not realize any value back from the McDonald lease 
even under unitization. 

5. If Bountiful purchases the lease it should promptly drill four 
(4) wells before regulations are adopted that limit the number 
of wells per acre. 

6. Bountiful should not use public funds in high risk projects. 
Let others develop and prove the geothermal resource and 
Bountiful purchase steam. 

7. The cost to drill wells on the McDonald property will be risky 
and expensive. If Bountiful purchases the lease it should im
mediately approve the unitization agreement and participate in 
the benefits of the entire KGRA. 

8. Even though the cost of the lease is expensive, Bountiful 
could develop the geothermal resource and build and operate 
a geothermal electric power generating plant at a lower cost 
than any other operator. 

This represents the type of comments received. 

Excellent comments were received from Dr. Gary W. Crosby, Exploration 

Director, Phillips Petroleum Company. They covered a broader range and are 

extremely more pertinent than any others received. A copy of his letter is 

under Index "M" and should be studied carefully. 

Or. James B. Koenig, Geotherm Ex, Berkeley, California, has been retained 

to prepare a paper giving his opinion on benefits and adversities that would 

result from Bountiful purchasing the McDonald lease. 

Unfortunately we have not received his paper at the time this inforrr,ation 

was being assembled nor have we received the geothermal well drilling plan 

being prepared. As soon as these documents are received they will be furnished 

and should be inserted in Index ''N'' and ''F'' respectively. 
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R. C. LENZER, G. W. CRDSBY MID C. w. BERGE 

PHILLIPS PETRDLllJM COMPANY, GEDTH~ OPERATIONS 

DEL MAR, CALIFDRNIA 9201.4 

ABSTRACT 

The Roosevelt geothermal field, located in southwestern Utah, has been the focus of 
a high level of activity by both private industry and the academic community. Phil
lips Petroleum Company has drilled seven and Thermal Power Company two, of nine ex
ploration wells to depths ranging between 370 and 2300 meters into a late Tertiary 
granitic igneous complex which intruded Precambrian (?) metamorphic rocks. The reser
voir is confined to fractures within the granitic and metamorphic rocks. The nature 
of the reservoir is such that all wells drilled are wildcats. 

The geothermal field lies along the west side of the central Mineral Range. Young 
rhyolite domes, with associated flows, pierce the late Tertiary granitic complex a few 
kilometers to the east and south of the producing wells. The heat at Roosevelt is 
probably supplied by the parent magma for the rhyolite domes. 

Phillips' integrated exploration program combining geology, geochemistry and geo
physics culminated in the drilling of the discovery well in April of 1975· The re
source is a water dominated geothermal system with a maximum temperature LD excess of 
265°C. The water is a sodium chloride water with salinity less than 8000 mg/1. Recent 
activities include the formation of the Roosevelt Hot Springs Unit, applications to 
appropriate water from the state, the establishment of a groundwater monitoring system 
in the valley, anci preparation for additional reservoir testing. 
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INTROIUCTION 

The Roosevelt geothermal field is situated in the western foot
hills of the Mineral Range in eastern Beaver County, Utah, near the 
eastern edge of the Basin and Range physiographic provLDce (Fig. 1). 
The field named for a now dry-hot springs is about 12 miles northeast 
of the city of Milford and about 18 miles northwest of Beaver, the 
county seat. Among previous investigations are water studies by Lee 
(1908), Mundorff (1970) and Mower and Cc:iova (1974). Earll (1957) 
geologically mapped portions of the Mineral Range. Condie (1960) in
vestigated the petrogenesis of the Mineral Range Pluton. Recently, 
Petersen (1974) focused attention on the geology and geothermal po
tential of the Roosevelt Hot Springs area. In 1975 the University of 
Utah researchers launched an in-depth program and have published many 
reports, too numerous to be mentioned here. 

Phillips Petroleum Company's exploration activities in Utah began 
in late 1972 and a chronological listing of the activities at Roosevelt are given in 
Table 1. As shown, many exploration surveys were completed in the 1-1/2 years pre
ceding the Roosevelt KGRA lease sale. An evaluation of these surveys led to the con
clusion that the Roosevelt area showed exceptional promise. The lease sale in July 
1974, was the first KGRA put up for bid in the state. The original eight sections in 
the KGRA had grown to 36.5 sections as a result of the competitive interest shown in 
the January 1974 noncompetitive acreage filing period. Of twelve tracts offered in 
the July sale, Phillips acquired nine tracts totaling 18,871 acres at a cost of 
$798,860. The location of the tracts, the successful bidder, cost of each tract, and 
cost per acre are shown in Fig. 2. After the leases issued in October E74, explora
tion activity shifted to drilling the acquired acreage. During 1975 six exploratory 
wells and two stratigraphic tests were drilled. The discovery well (3-1 1 , the second 
well drilled, came in at the end of April. During 1976, efforts focusei toward fur
thering the knowledge of the geothermal system through resevoir tests ~~d a variety of 
geophysical and geochemical surveys. • 
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Fig. 2. The Roosevelt Hot Springs KGRA 
showing the location of 12 tracts offer
ed at the July 1974 lease sale. 

GFDLOGY 

The Roosevelt geothermal field is located at the junction between Escalante Valley, 
a north-south trending graben, and the Mineral Range, a horst block paralleling the 
east side of the valley (Fig. 3). The valley is flanked on the west by a horst form
i.c-,g a rrumber of smaller mountain ranges. The graben is filled with upwards of 5, 000 
feet of poorly consolidated sediments, volcanics and alluvium resting on more dense 
consolidated rocks. The valley fill is thickest immediately northeast of Milford. 

The Mineral Range is about thirty miles long and six to ten miles wide. Topogra
phy is rugged, with steep slopes and high relief. The southern tPird of the range is 
composed of folded and faulted Paleozoic ~~d Mesozoic sediments and Tertia.~ volcanic 
rocks which have been intruded by small acidic igneous stocks. The central Mineral 
Range has a granitic central core which is recognized as Utah's largest pluton. The 
granite has intruded and metamorphosed Palef'oic sedimenta;:v r~c~'<:s now cropping_ out 
along the southeast edge of the Range. To· the west 1 granlte llToruded Precambrlan 
schists and gneisses (Fig. 4). The granite-metamorphic rock contact is gradational 
with a zone about one-wile wide consisting of metamorphic inclusions within the grat1-
ite forming the granite-metamorphic rock contact (Earll, 1957). North of Roosevelt 
Springs, granite is in gradational contact with a granodiorite intrusive which in turn 
intr~ded a sequence of upper Precambrian and lower Paleozoic sedimentary rocks at the 
norch end of the range (Liese, 1957)• Late Cenozoic acidic ash flow tuffs and lava 
flovf2 partly fill older erosional valleys cut in the granite and partly cap ponlo"-s 
of the granite in the central Mineral Range. These volcanics appear to be younger 
than the basin-range faulting which exhumed and permitted dissection of the granite 
uluton. Age dates of 400,000 years to"'0.8 m.y. are reported by w. p. Nash (1976) for 
the volcanics. Bearskin Mountain has been identified as one of perhaps several volca
noes supplying the tuffs and lavas (Earll, 1957). Other possible sources are North 
a."d South Twin Flat Mountain and a small siliceous stock in Section 31, T26S, RBW. 
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Fig. 3. Geologic Map of Northern Escalante 
Valley. Modified after Petersen, 1974; 
Liese, 1957; Earll, 1957; Hintze, 1963. 

Fault " is ubiquitous tJ:;..roughouc; 
the area. Several faults within the 
Roosevelt KGRA apparently have a signi
ficant influence on the hydrology. 
These are the Dome Fault, striking NNE 
through the center of the KGRA, and the 
east-west striking Negro Mag Wash fault. 

The Phillips exploration program has 
been discussed elsewhere by Berge et. 
al. (1976) and Lenzer et. al. (1976) 
and only the results of temperature gra
dient surveys will be repeated here. In 
addition, the University of Utah inves
tigating team led by Dr. Ward have pub
lished many reports on the Roosevelt 
area, which will not be discussed. The 
temperature gradient map (Fig. 5) is 
based on a total of thirty-nine holes 
and combines Philli:ps 1 results with data 
from Petersen (1975) and Whelan (Univer
sity of Utah, personal communication). 
Depths of gradient holes vary from 60 to 
610 m (200 to 2,000 ft). Gradients in 
five holes in the center of the thermal 

_anomal;)L exceed 40°C/10Cin. The anomaly 
is elongate north-south with a change 
in trend to the northwest in the north
ern third of the anomaly. The north
south trace of the Dome Fault centers 
on the anomaly, and the east-west Negro 
Mag Wash fault is coincident with the 
zone of the change in trend. All ex

ploration wells presently drilled fall in areas having gradients exceeding 30°C/l00 m. 
Drilling activity to date totals nine geothermal wells and four stratigraphic test 
holes (Table 2 and Fig. 7). Seven of the nine wells encountered geothermal resources. 
Two wells (54-3 & 72-16) are reported to be capable of producing l x 1o6 pounds per 
hour or more total mass flow. One of the seven, (3-1) 1 cannot be produced due to 
safety considerations. 

The rocks encountered in drilling beneath the thin veneer of alluvium, are either 
igneous intrusive rocks of the Tertiary Mineral Range granitic complex or metamorphic 
rocks of the Precambrian Wildhorse Canyon series (Fig. 6). These rocks have almost 
no intergran-~ar porosity or permeability. The geothermal reservoir is associated 
with interconnected fracture zones and faults lending local high effective permeabil
ity to the crystalline rocks. The reservoir is confined beneath a cap varying from 
300 to several thousand feet in thickness--the cap apparently formed by precipitated 
silica sealing the fractures. All the wells drilled to date are considered wildcats 
since the targets sought are fracture systems whose attitudes are poorly known and 
are not related to any particular lithology or formation. Using the classification 
of White and Williams (1975) 1 the geothermal resource is identified as a high temper
ature, low salinity, liquid dominated type. Geothermal reservoir water is classified 
as sodium chloride water containing 6000 to 8000 mg/1 T.D.S. (Table 3). These waters 
contain anomalously high amounts of Si, Na, K, Cl, F, B, Li, NH3 and salinity rela
tive to other basin waters. The Na-K-Ca emperical geothermometer of Fournier and 
Truesdell (1973) has been applied to the reservoir water from geothermal wells 54-3 
and 3-1 1 Roosevelt Hot S:prings water, and present surface water discharging near the 
old hot springs (Table 3)• There is close agreement (within 10)1,) between the calcu
lated reservoir temperatures and the reservoir temperatures measured in the wells. 

ROJSEVELT HOT SPRINGS UNIT AGR.EE}.I.ENT 

Efforts to unitize the Roosevelt Hot Springs reservoir have been successfUl. T~e 
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Geologic Map of the Roosevelt Hot 
area. Modified after Petersen, 1974· 

purpose of fall J.g a geothermal unit is 
for the same purposes as unitization in 
oil and gas exploration, and that is 
the efficient and economic development 
of the resource. A unit accomplishes 
this by eliminating lease lines, allow
ing the field to be developed in the 
most prudent manner; offset situations 
are thereby avoided. 

The Roosevelt Hot·Springs Unit is 
the first approved Federal geothermal 
unit in the United States. The unit 
area is shown in Fig. 7. The forma
tion of any unit can be an extremely 
involved process, and the Roosevelt 
Unit, being the first of its kind, took 
well over a year to write and to re
ceive final approval. The Federal geo
thermal unit agreement, which states 
the regulations regarding unit opera
tion, was derived from the basic Fed
eral oil and gas unit agreement. If 
more than one party holds land in the 
area to be unitized, as is the case at 
Roosevelt, a Unit OperatiD~ Agreement 
setting forth the operating conditions 
must be agreed upon by the different 
parties. 

The fact that the geothermal reser
voir at Roosevelt is contained in frac
tures and the distribution of fractures 
can be highly erratic led to the adop
tion of a divided type unit on a tract 
basis. Under this system, costs and 
production are apportioned to each par

ty based on the amount of their acreage included within a pa_~icipating area, and en
trance into a participating area is gained by drilling a production well. Each well 
drilled is credited with a certain amount of acreage which, if the well is a producer, 
is then included within the participating area. Dry holes do not count and acreage 
credited to them is not included in a participating area. 

WATER APPROPRIATION PROCEEDING 

Everyone desiring to develop geothermal resources in Utah is faced with the same 
problem and that is the appropriation of water necessary to run the power plant. This 
holds true even if the resource to be developed is on Federal lands, for in the state 
of Utah, all waters within the state are public property. The basis for granting a 
water right in Utah is that the water shall be put to beneficial use. Phillips has 
t<i:ken steps to appropriate the necessary water by submitting applications to the State 
Engineer. The notices of application were published, protests were filed, and a pub
lic hearing before the State Engineer was held in Beaver, Utah, in April 1976 to con
sider the applications. For the State Engineer to approve any application, the fol-
lowing requirements must be met: (1) There is unappropriate6water in the proposed 
source. (2) The proposed use will not impare existing rights, or interfere with more 
beneficial use of the water. (3) The proposed plan is physically and economically 
fe:J.sible and would not prove detrimental to the public welfare. (4) The applicant has 
the financial ability to complete the proposed works and the application has been 
filed in good faith and not for purposes of speculation or monopoly. At the hearing 
specific testimony was presen~to meet each of these specific requirements. 

As a result of the geothermal disccvery and the concern of existing water users in 
the Valley, Phillips has initiated a monitoring system in Escalante Valley in consul-



Fig. 5· Temperature gradients in the Roose
velt Hot Springs area. Contour Interval is 
l0°C/l00m (Includes data from Petersen, 1975 
and Whelan, 1976, personal communication). 

Fig. 6. Generalized Structure section 
through Well No. 9-l. 

tation ~w:i:r.:n -·- 1 USGS Water R.esources :Di
vision. At ~-esent, the system includes 
six stock wells, the Roosevelt seep, 
four water observation wells specifical
ly drilled by Phillips for monitoring 
purposes, and one stratigraphic test 
hole modified to act as a water obser
vation well (Fig. 8). The Phillips' 
wells are located between the geother
mal wells and the existing water users 
points of diversion and penetrate the 
same reservoir utilized by the ranchers 
and farmers in the valley. The well 
sites were located far from existing ir
rigation wells to minimize or eliminate 
the effect that present pumping in the 
irrigation district might have on the 
water table at the monitoring sites. 

The system is an early warning sys
tem designed to detect any effect that 
testing or production would have on ex
isting water users source of supply. 
Additional monitoring points will be 
added to the system ~necessary. 

EXPLORATION ACTIVITY 

Most recently, exploration activity 
at Roosevelt has consisted of drilling 
several 20CO foot observation holes or 
deep temperature gradient holes. These 
have been drilled to test certain ideas 
concerning the Roosevelt geothermal sys
tem. This intermediate depth drilling 
step has proven extremely valuable in 
evaluating other prospects. 

The chief benefit of drilling a 20C0 
foot observation hole is the large quan
tity of information obtained for a rel
atively low cost. Our average drilling 
cost is less than $50,000, which is l/10 
that of drilling an exploration well to 
60CO feet. Information generated by 
drilling these holes includes the fol
lowing: temperature gradients, strati-
graphy, hydrology, alteration, drilling 

problems and structure. These holes are particularly useful in minimizing the risk in 
picking the proper spot to drill an exploration well. Such a hole might be drilled if 
it were suspected that the thermal anomaly might be caused by lateral movement of warm 
waters below depths reached by shallow temperature gradient holes. 

ENGINEERING 

The engineering program at Roosevelt is a multipurpose program designed (l) to gai_rt 

experience, (2) to determine the production capabilities of each well drilled, al'td (3) 
to characterize the reservoir. Testing has been limited to short term flo"' tests of 
about two days duration on the production wells. The longest test was a 3. 5 day flow of 
Well 54-3· With tests of such short duration, we have noc reached all our objectives. 
We have gained invaluable experience and confidence in operating equipment and in in
terpretLTlg the results and we have been successful in determining each well's capabil
ities. Two systems have been used for testing. The i.rlitial testing at Well 54-3 ussd 
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Location 

SW NW Sec. 10, T.2?S., R.9W. 

SE NE Sec. 17, T.2?S., R.9W. 

NE NW Sec. 9, T.2?S., R.9W. 

SW NE Sec. 3, T.2?S., R.9W. 

SW NE Sec. 3, T.2?S., R.9w. 

NW NW Sec. 35, T.26S., R.9W. 

SW NW Sec. 10, T~27S., R.9W. 

NE NE Sec. 33, T.26S., R.9W. 

SW NW Sec. 2, T.2?S., R.9W. 

NW SW Sec. 15, T.27S., R·9W· 

NE NE Sec. 16, T.2?S., R.9W. 

NE NW Sec. 33, T.26S., R.9W. 

SE NE Sec. 28, T.26S., R.9W. 
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Operator Well ~ 

Phillips Petroleum Co. Q.H. 2 Abandoned 2250' 
1975 

Phillips Petroleum Co. O.H. l Idle-Strat 
Test 

Phillips Petroleum Co. Roosevelt Idle 6885' 
KGRA 9-1 Dry Hole 

Phillips Petroleum Co. Roosevelt Idle 2724' 
KGRA 3-1 

Phillips Petrolewt\ Co. Roosevelt Idle 2882' 
KGRA 54-3 

Phillips Petroleum Co. Roosevelt Idle 
KGRA 12-35 

Phillips Petroleum Co. Roosevelt Idle 
KGF.A 13-lC 

Phillips Petroleum Co. Roosevelt Idle 
KGRA B2-33 Disposal 

Thermal Power-Natomas Utah State Idle 6108 1 

14-2 
Phillips Petroleum Co. Roosevelt Idle 

HSU 25-15 
Thermal Power- Utah State Testing 1254' 
Natomas~'Brien 72-16 
Phillips Petroleum Co. O.H. 4 Idle-Strat 

Test 
Phillips Petroleum Co. Q.H. 5 Drilling 
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Strat-Test 

1 for testing. The initial testing at 
Well 54-3 used a separator to _Eepar~~Y 
liquid and vapor phases so they could 
each be measured ~eparate~ The se 
_arat()_r: has a capacity of l million 
pounds per hour of total mass flow 
and it proved to be inadeqQate to han
dle the maximwn well flow. At the 
other production wells, flow has been 
measured us~~ssell James (1966) 
method of steam-water measurement em
ploying an orifice plate ~~d a lip 
critical pressure measurL~ device. 

The lL~ting factor on the dura
tion of the flow tests is the dispo
sal of the produced liquids. At pres
ent the reserve pits adjacent to the 
wells are used to contain the test 
fluids. During the 3·5 day flow test 
of Well 54-3, the liquids produced 
were discharged into the natural 
drainage system. It was an e:x;periment 
designed to measure the effect that 
reservoir fluids would· have on the na
tive vegetation, and was allowed to 
proceed because the shallow groundwa
ter in the area is s:llnilar in qQality 
to the reservoir fluids. The dis
charge pipe was buried beneath rip
rap in the center of a large wash. 
After the test gullying was noted be
low the outlet pipe for several 100 

Fig. 7• Roosevelt Hot Springs Unit Area. 
feet downstream. A second result was ;;"~ 

the death of trees immediately adji:c- "''. 
cent to the channel, but not all ·" 
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Fig. 8. Water Observation Well System in 
the area of the Roosevelt Hot Springs Unit. 
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check ir{ ;ates that dead trees are 
juniper trees, but healthy pine trees 
are found next to dead junipers. A 
detailed study of the effect which 
this test has had on the environment 
has not yet been made, and until it 
is, it is unlikely that any further 
surface disposal will be permitted. 

In order to acquire needed rese~ 
voir data, there is in preparation a 
plan for a long te:rm flow test. The 
proposal calls for flow-testing Well 
54-3 for a sustained period of up to 
six months to determine reservoir size 
and production characteristics. 

The fluids produced at Well 54-3 will 
be piped through a centrifugal steam/ 
water separator at the well site where 
the steam portion will be vented in 
the pit through an existing muffler. 
It will be necessary to construct ap
proximately 1.4 miles of 10" pipe to 
connect Well 54-3 to Well 82-33 (Fig. 
7). Well 82-33 mjJJ fnnction as an 
injection well during the reservoir 
tests. The liquid portion from Well 
54-3 will be piped to Well 82-33 using 
the produced pressure for injection 
into the well. 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: J.W. Gwynn 

UTAH GEOLOGICAL ANO ~.11NERAL SURVEY 

606 BLACK HAWK WAY 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84108 

(8011 581-6831 

5 May 1976 

FROM: C.A. Petersen 

SUBJECT: Phillips' Water Rights Hearing 

CALVIN L. R~~v1PTON 
Gov•~rnor 

GORDON E. HAR~JlSTON 
Eli>2C'Jlive Oirenor 

~pal; rnent ot Ndl urdl Res'Ju r ~es 

On April 29, 1976, a hearing was called by Dee Hansen, State 
··-·Engineer, to co!1sider applications by Phillips PetroleUlll Company 

for the production of geothermal water. The hearing, which was 
held in the Beaver County courthouse, allowed Phillips to present 
their case and the protestants to reply. 

Phillips used the opportunity to give a concise but very 
informative review of the Roosevelt Geothermal reservoir as they 
tmderstand it and to show that production of geothernal waters will 
not affect the shallow aquifers used by agriculture. 

According to Gary Crosby, Phillips spent some $400,000 over 
two years in exploration of the Roosevelt KGRA before deep drilling. 
The eight deep wells that they have drilled to date cost $3,410,000 
and testing three of these wells cost $285,000. After other costs 
are added to these, Phillips has spent more than $4,500,000 on the 
Roosevelt area, not including land costs. 

The reservoir is located east of the Dome fault. It consists 
of fractured granite, overlain by 1600 ft. of iDpermeable granite 
and Precambrian rocks. A cross section enetered into evidence 
showed the fractured granite extending to a depth of 5000' below 
sea level. Dick Lenzer, Project Geologist, stated that the reservoir 
is entirely within the boundaries of the KGRA, and furthermore is 
within the perimeter of the lands covered. by the Phillips - Union 
unitization agreement. 

The reservoir contains water at 506°F (263°C) and at pressures 
of 2250 lb/sq.in. The typical geothermal well is a flov.ing artesian 
well, with the piezometric su.rface several hundred feet above the 
land surface. About 12% of the water flashes into steam in the well, 
and artother 8% flashes in the steam - water separacor. Cne of the 
wells tested produced more than 1,200,000 lb/hr. of '.Vater and stea.'ll. 
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If mechanical restrictions are overcome, wells in the best part 
of the reservoir may produce 1,500,000 lb/hour of steam ~~d water. 
This is ten times the average initial per-well mass flow rate at 
The Geysers. 

. . 
. ,_:...J 

Phillips expects that the field can support eight 55 '.~N •. gener-
ating capacity, or a total of 440 A~. The first unit of UPL's 
Huntington Canyon plant has a capacity of 430 MN, and The Geysers 
currently has a ~ancity of about 600 '/Ill. Each 55 :,r/1 unit of 
Roosevelt would be suppli0d with the steam from 5,000,000 lb/hr. 
mass flow by 5 to 7 wells. 

About 5 years would be required before plants could be online
one year from base line studies, two for environi71ental, snd two for 
construction. The plant would cost $4 million, and the wo;lls and 
pipelines would cost $20-25 million. 

Reservoir Fluid 

Dick Lenzer stated that the old Roosevelt Hot Springs and a 
pre .o ·ntly flowing seep represent leaks from the reservoir. The total 
diss.:;lved solids of this water is adequate for ·.vatering sheep and 
cattle. The water produced from the wells has a boron content ten 
times greater than that accepted by the most tolerant crops, and 
the sodium-adsorption ratio and salinity hazard of the water makes 
it totally unsuited for irrigation. 

The reservoir water has ~~dergone an ox~gen isotope shift about 
equal to that observed at Steamboat Springs, Nevada. 

At least 95% of the reservoir water is meteoric in origin. The 
area of recharge can't be defined at present, but is thought to be 
the highlands. 

Some geothermal water leaks from the reservoir and flows as 
ground water into the Beaver Bottoms area of the Escalante Valley, 
where it mixes with the shallow ground water. It probably takes 
700 years to reach the valley bottom from the Roosevelt area. If 
the section through which it flows is composed entirely of sand, the 
trip would take 300 years. 

Ground water flow in the bottom of the Escalante Valley is to 
the north, away from the agricultural area, and the water exits at 
Black Rock. The trip from Be,over Bot tons to Black Hock :;:robably 
requires 10,000 years, and ·.vould take 4,000 years if the ·s'1ole 
section were composed of sa.Dd. 

.. 
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Protesters 

The South Milford Pumpers Association, Utah Po·.ver and Light 
and Thermal Power of Utah all indicated that they ~ere satisfied 
by the Phillips efforts to define the mixing of geothermal water 
with shallow water and the program of observation wells .. These 
parties have or probably will withdraw their objections to the 
Phillips applications. 

Only one person, Victor Kaufman, voiced a concern over 
pollution of the ground water. Also, Kaufman gets his \'later from 
the springs at Black Rock, and didn 1 t think that an o"bse!·vation 
well would be suitable to monitor changes in the sprbg. He 
seemed satisfied by the suggestion of installing a '.'leir at the 
spring to monitor it . 

C .A. Petersen 

CAP:af 

.. 
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BOUNTIFUL Ll GHT AND POWER 

GEOTHERMAL WELL DRILLING PROGRAM 
By 

R. M. Galbraith 

The City of Bountiful Light and Power Company proposes to drill a geothermal 

well in the Roosevelt KGRA on Lease U 14990. This well will be drilled with 

similar equipment and techniques as have been used to successfully drill 

other geothermal wells in the area. If the first well is successful, three 

additional wells will be drilled. 

The general sequence for drilling will be as follows: {1) Use a dry hole 

digger to 100 # feet and set and cement to surface 100 # feet of 20 inch 

conductor pipe; (2) Move in and rig up a conventional rotary drill rig; 

(3) Drill a 17 l/2 inch hole to 500 # feet with mud, blow out preventor 

and rotating head; ·Run a 13 3/8 inch ·casing to 500 IJ feet and cement it 

back to surface; {4). Drill a 12 1/4 inch hole with mud, blow out preventor and 

rotating head to 1100 # feet and run in and cement to surface 1100 IJ feet of 

9 5/8 inch casing; (5) Drill with mud, blowout preventor and rotating head ,. 
to 2000 # feet until a steam reservoir is encountered. 

These casing depths are assumed in the basis of drilling histories in the

area and may be greater or less than stated. The conductor pipe will not be 

less than 50 feet nor will the surface casing be less than 250 feet. The 

exact setting points will be dictated by the temperature of the circulating 

fluid. Generally the drilling mud will be cooled before circulation into 

the hole. When discharge mud temperatures can not be kept below 185 to 190'F 

casing win be set. Rapid increases in temperature generally occur just prior 

to hitting steam. A make up pit will be maintained to fill the hole as the 

drill string is withdrawn on every trip • 

•• 
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LOGGING 

Bottom hole temperatures will be taken every 100 feet or once a day which 

ever is more frequent. Single shot surveys will be run every 100 feet. 

Temperature, resistivity, sonic velocity, density, natural gamma and 

caliper logs will be run at the 13 3/8 inch and 9 5/8 inch casing points 

and in the completed hole, temperature permitting. 

No coring is planned but chip samples will be collected at 20 foot inter

vals for the entire length of the hole. 





CHARLES R. HANSEN 

Director 

City of Bountiful 
Light & Power 
198 South 200 West 
Bountiful, Utah 

THE STATE OF LTAH 

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 
DIVISION OF STATE LANDS 

105 STATE CAPITOL BUILDING 

SALTLAKECITY,UTAH 84114 

July 8, 1977 

Attention: Mr. W. Berry Hutchings 

Dear Sir: 

BOARD MEMBERS 

Don Showalter, Chairman 
Phillip V. Christensen 
J. Whitney Floyd 

Kenneth A. Middleton 

Dr. Walter D. Talbot 
C. Alfred Frost 

Warren C. Haycock 

Pursuant to your request, please be advised that the Division of State 
Lands is a multiple-use land managing agency. The lands in the Roosevelt 
Hot Springs area owned by the Division of State Lands are managed for 
surface values as well as sub-surface values. 

It is the understanding of the Division of State Lands that you are in
terested in the possible acquisition of a 40 acre tract of land in Section 
9, Township 27 South, Range 9 West, SLM, which adjoins State-owned Section 
16. This possible acquisition would be for the geothermal rights under a 
federal lease. 

The need for rights of way, easements, or plant site ·arrangements are 
covered in our rules and regulations on surface use and are negotiated at 
the time of need. I am attaching a copy of these rules and regulations 
on surface use for your information. Our relationship with the regulatory 
federal agencies has been very cooperative regarding access, either ingress 
or egress, to one anothers land, if the proper steps are taken to provide 
this access in accordance with the rules and regulations. 

If you have further questions, please contact me at the Division of State 
Lands. 

WLJ:vp 

Enclosure 

Very truly_yours, l 

;%-r:{d/!)1£:~-< 
WM. LOWELL JOHNSON · r 
LAND SPECIALIST 



IN REPLY R~FER TO 

United States Department of the Interior 

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

Utah State Office 
University Club Building 

136 East South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 

City of Bountiful Light & Power 
198 South 200 West 
Bountiful, UT 84010 

Gentlemen: 

2800 
(U-942) 

This letter is to assure you that rights-of-way for tramroads, power lines 
and other purposes can be obtained over public lands that are presently 
subject to geothermal lease. 

All such leases were granted under the authority of the Geothermal Steam 
--~ Ac-t--M-+WO-~JO--U-.S.-C. 1004.~-Section 17 of the Act provides that the 

administration of the Act shall be conducted under the principles of 
multiple use management. This concept is defined in the Federal 
Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA) (43 U.S.C. 1701) at 
Section 103(a) to mean: 

[~he management of the public lands and their 
various resource values so that they are 
utilized in a combination that will best meet the 
present and future needs of the American 
people. . . • 

This authority permits the use of lands under geothermal lease for 
rights~of-way purposes, and while the existence of a geothermal lease 
(or any other lease or right-of-way over public lands, for that matter) 
could necessitate some alteration in the proposed location of a 
right-of-way, it could not likely preclude it entirely due to the 
requirements of multiple use management. 

The authority for most rights-of-way over public lands is presently 
found in the FLPMA. A complete list of those types of rights-of-way 
authorized under this Act can be found at Section 50l(a). -We are 
enclosing for your convenience a copy of all pertinent laws and forms 
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necessary to complete a proper right-of-way application. If you should 
have any questions please feel free to contact this office. 

Chief, Lands Section 

Enclosures: 
FLPMA 
Section 17, Geothermal Steam Act of 1970 
Fact Sheet - Rights-of-Way 
Circular No. 2384 
Form 1140-5 
uso 2800-10 (3} 
uso 2800-17 
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Fact Sheet - Rights-of-Way 

J 

On October 21, 1976, the President of the United States signed into la1-1 
· the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 \·thi ch pro vi des for 
the management, protection and development of. the public lands. This 
act repealed numerous antiquated public laws and provided a ne11 charter. 
to BUI in the management of national resource lands •. 

Title V of this Act refers specifically to rights-of-way. Some of the 
· highlights concerning rights-of-way are as follows: 

1. The Act repealed all right:..of-way statutes Except (1) The Hineral 
Leasing Act for the granting of oil and gas pipeline rights-of-~tay, and 
(2) Title 23, U.S.C. for the granting of Federal Aid Highways. All 
right-of-way grants are now discretionary. · 

2. · ·The Act provides.ne\'1 authority for the granting of road rights-of
~Jay to State and local governments nm-1 requiring applications and 
approval prior to construction. The Act repealed R.S. 2477. 

3. The Act provides new authority for the granting of rights-of-way to 
Federal agencies under appropriate application. Right-of-way "notation" 
procedures under the principles of 44 L.D. 513 are no longer applicable. 

4. The' Act provides new authority for granting road rights-of-way to 
private parties for purposes other than mining and logging. 

5. Right-of-way provisions of the Act applies both to BUI - administered 
public lands and to national forest lands. They do not apply to l'tilderness 
lands. 

6. The Act requires the applicant to submit full disclosure of his 
plans, competition and ownership as that information relates to the 
right-of-way application. 

7. The Act gives the Secretary the authority to grant rights-of-way 
across BU1 lands in connection 1·1ith timber harvest and provides for 
acquisition, construction, and maintenance under cost-sharing. 

8. The Act provides for the common use of rights-of-l;ay and the designation 
of corridors. 

I 
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9. The Act requires that a right-of-way ~1idth be limited to no more 
than is necessary. 

10. The Act provides that the duration of a grant or renewal be 1 imited 
to a reasonable term in light of all circumstances concerning the project. 

· 11. The Act provides for payment annually of the fair market value of 
the right-of-way except that advance payment for more than one year at a 
time may be required when the annual rental is less than $100. · 

. 

12. · The Act provides for the reimbursement to the United States for 
· reasonable administrative and other costs incurred in processing the 

application and monitoring construction, operation, maintenance and 
termination· of authorized facilities and for protection and rehabilitation 
of the lands involved. · 

13. The Act provides that the terms and conditions of the grant must 
comply with State and Federal environmental and safety standards and 
~Jhichever standard is more stringent will govern. 

14. The Act provides. that a right-of-way is considered abandoned if not 
used for its intended purpose for any continuous 5 year period. 

15. The Act provides that existing rights-of-way are nominally protected. 
The Secretary, with the consent of the holder, may replace an existing 
grant withone under the new Act . 

. . . 

.. 
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
Area Geothermal Supervisor's Office 

Conservation Division, MS 92 l, .. J 

345 Middlefield Road 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 

w. Berry Hutchings 
Bountiful City Light and Power 
198 S. 200 West 
Bountiful, Utah 84010 

Dear Mr. Hutchings: 

J_UL B \971 

The following information per your telephone request is furnished. 

Changes to Federal regulations both by Bureau of Land Management and 
u.s. Geological Survey are currently in review and about to be published 
in the Federal Register for public comment. These changes will delineate 
the means by which Federal lessees may acquire a permit to establish a 
power generating facility on Federal geothermal leases. 

There are two different classes of power plants which may be permitted 
under the geothermal operating regulations which are administered by 
the Geological Survey. The first class of facility is a unit for 
commerical production powered by a single well and whose output is 10 
MW net capacity or less. There could be any number of these on a single 
lease or unit. 

The second class would be a research and demonstration project of 25 MW 
net capacity or less which may be operated by more than one well. The 
research and demonstration project would be limited to a project life 
of five years •. If at the end of that time commercial production continues, 
it would be necessary to obtain an appropriate permit from the Bureau of 
Land Management. 

All other classes of power plants would be authorized under a permit issued 
by the Bureau of Land Management. As well, rights of way for transmission 
corridors and similar ancillary equipment would be obtained through the 
Bureau of Land Management. 

Drilling programs, plans of injection and other proposals may be prepared 
with the assistance and advice of the staff of the Area Geothermal Super
visor. Meetings with lessees are commonly held before an initial operation 
is proposed. Such meetings serve to provide the lessee or operator 
with background to enable them to prepare their initial plans. Details 
can then be attended to as the processing moves along. 



Enclosed is a copy of the current geothermal regulations, GRO Orders and 
a draft copy of the changes to the operating regulations, 30 CFR subpart 
270, under which a u.s. Geological Survey permit would be issued. I am 
certain that the Bureau of Land Management State Office in Salt Lake 
City will be more than happy to furnish a copy of their draft changes. 
If we may be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to call. 

Sincerely, 

Acting Area Geothermal Supervisor 

Enclosures 





GENERAL. ELECTRIC 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, 5320 NORTH 16TH STREET, PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85016 
Phone (602) 264-1751 

June 3, 1977 

Mr. Berry Hutchins 
Director of Power Resources 
City of Bountiful 
Bountiful, Utah 

Subject: 10 MW Geothermal Turbine 

Dear Berry: 

POWER SYSTEMS 

SALES OPERATIONS 

Attached is a conceptual design arrangement for a 10 MW "transportable" 
geothermal steam turbine-generator. While you might not require the 
base-mounting feature, this arrangement is the basis of our estimate 
of $190 per KW for. the turbine-generator and accessories in the Equipment 
List. This does not include auxiliary equipment, condensers, cooling 
towers or switchgear. The total installed value of the complete plant 
has been estimated by a consulting firm at approximately $600 per KW. 

An estimate of shipment for this turbine-generator unit is twenty (20) 
months. 

If I can help in any way as you progress with the evaluation of your 
geothermal alternatives, please call. 

Very truly yours, 

aa~h ~~,<~ t:'l!~ 
/_. 

F. L. Battuello 
Senior Application Engineer 

/f 



GENERAL f) ELECTRIC 
COIIPAMY 

INTRODUCTION 

A packaged transportable steam turbine-generator for the geothermal 
market to be located at the well head to serve as either a tem
porary or permanent electric power producer is proposed by the 
General Electric Company. 

The following pages describe the equipment proposed to be furnished 
by General Electric Company, as well as, the connections and 
equipment required for the Purchaser to complete the plant. 

The General Electric Company intends to furnish the steam turbine
generator equipment only. An architect engineer should be selected 
by the Purchaser to size and complete the plant layout for a 
specific site. 

The proposed design of the steam turbine incorporates a number of 
unique features to make the unit adaptable for a range of well head 
steam conditions, condensing and non-condensing operation, highly 
packaged, transportable by truck to the site, with a very minimum 
of installation time. 

i 
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TURBINE GENERATOR EQUIPMENT LIST 

The skid mounted, packaged, transportable geothermal turbine
generator set for indoor installation is shipped in four major 
pieces with additional equipment shipped separately for install
ation by Purchaser. The major pieces are as follows: 

A. Turbine package 

B. Generator package 

C. Generator mounted excitation equipment 

D. Excitation cubicle 

The features and accessories of the turbine generator include: 

A. Skid mounted turbine package for installation on flat concrete 
slab, controls pre-wired to a central pull plug for customer's 
control cubicle connection, and with steam and oil piping pre
assembled and oil pipe flushed in the fac'tory. Accessories 
include: 

1. Butterfly emergency inlet valve with open and closed 
position limit switches. 

2. Butterfly control valve with open and closed position limit 
switches. 

3. Main steam lead from emergency inlet valve to control valve 
to turbine inlet. 

4. Emergency trip with manual trip and reset and solenoid trip. 

5. Bolt type overspeed governor. 

6. Shaft sealing system with air operated regulating steam seal 
valve and manually operated throttling valve venting to 
condenser or vacuum pump. 

7. Speed governor- oil relayed type. 

-3-



TURBINE GENERATOR EQUIPMENT LIST (Cont 'd.} 

8. Motor and hand operated synchronizing device with manual 
release for overspeed testing. 

9. Lube and hydraulic oil reservoir built into the turbine 
base. 

10. Float type oil level indicator with high and low level alarm 
and trip switches. 

11. Twin oil coolers with transfer valve. 

12. Shaft driven main oil pump. 

13. Motor driven auxiliary oil pump. 

14. Oil feed and return piping. 

15. Flow oil sights (unlighted} for journal and thrust bearings. 

16. Inlet oil strainers for each oil pump. 

17. Pump test for local testing. 

18. Pressure switches for au~omatic starting of auxiliary oil 
pump. 

19. Vibration pick~ups on each bearing. 

20. Dial thermometer and thermocouple for each journal and 
thrust bearing drain and oil line leaving oil coolers. 

21. Well for customers lube oil temperature controller in oil 
line leaving coolers. 

22. Low bearing pressure alarm and trip switches. 

23. Hydraulic and bearing oil pressure gages. 

24. Shaft driven tachometer generator. 

25. Thrust failure trip device. 

26. Shaft grounding brush. 

27. Pneumatic main steam pressure transmittal. 

-4-



GENERAL A ELECTRIC 
c 0 w .. y 

TURBINE GENERATOR EQUIPMENT LIST (Cont'd.) 

B. Generator package with feet for mounting on flat concrete slab 
at same elevation as turbine skid mounting, control and moni
toring connections pre-wired to central pull plug location for 
customer's control cable connection, and with water and oil 
piping pre-assembled and oil pipe flushed in the factory. 
Accessories include: 

l. Generator field, end shield supported on collector end 
and with shipping bracket on turbine end, assembled in the 
stator. 

2. Collector housing and brush rigging (with constant pressure 
brush holders) shipped assembled and supported by the 
generator end shield. 

3. Corner mounted, vertical air coolers with assembled water 
piping to and from coolers with shut-off (and flow regulating) 
valves at each cooler. 

4. Six RTD's in stator winding. 

5. One cold gas RTD for each cooler. 

6. Liquid leak detector with alarm and trip contacts. 

7. Bearing feed and drain piping assembled, pre-flushed, and 
piped to connection point to turbine skid. 

8. Bearing vibration pick-up. 

9. Bearing drain oil sight. 

10. Dial thermometer and thermocouple for bearing drain line. 

-5-



TURBINE GENERATOR EQUIPMENT LIST (Con t 'd.) 

C. Generator mounted excitation equipment shipped separately and 
mounted in the field on top of generator casing. Equipment 
includes: 

1. Power Potential Transformer (PPT). 

2. Three Saturable Current Transformers (SCT's). 

3. Neutral grounding equipment. 

4. Three lightening arresters. 

5. Three surge capacitors. 

D. Excitation Cubicle, free standing, 76" long x 60" deep x 90" 
high, for mounting indoors within 100 feet of generator and 
customer's turbine-generator control panel. Features and 
accessories include: 

l. Field breaker. 

2. Field discharge resistor. 

3. Provision for polarity reversal. 

4. Field ground detector. 

5. Two field current shunts. 

6. Field temperature indicator/retransmitter with alarm and 
trip contacts. 

7. Automatic A-C voltage regulator with reactive current 
compensator. 

8. Excitation start-up system (to be energized from Purchaser's 
d.c. supply). 

-6-



GENERAL f) ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 

TURBINE GENERATOR EQUIPMENT LIST (Cont'd.) 

9. Meter panel with meters appropriate for servicing 
regulator equipment. 

10. Maximum excitation limit. 

11. Two (2) three phase, full wave rectifier bridge assemblies. 

12. Isolating disconnects, manually operated, for each bridge 
assembly. 

13. Thyrite resistor assembly connected across rectifier output 
terminals. 

E. The following materials and parts are shipped separately for 
Purchaser's installation: 

1. Thermal insulation and lagging for high temperature areas 
of steam piping and steam turbine. 

2. Special maintenance tools including box sledging wrenches 
for bolts and nuts 1 1/2 inch in diameter and larger, 
casing guide pins, jacking bolts, generator field shipping 
bracket, steel generator gas gap shim for rotor assembly 
and protective non-metallic shim, rotor shoe for rotor 
assembly. 

3. Ten (10) copies of instruction books. 

4. Excitation voltage regulator transfer switch with Auto, 
Test, Manual and Start-Up positions. 

5. Excitation transfer voltmeter. 

6. Exciter manually operated regulator voltage set point 
adjusting unit. 

7. Field breaker control switch and indicating lights. 

-7-



GENERALfJ ELECTRIC 
COII,AMY 

TURBINE GENERATOR EQUIPMENT LIST (Cont'd.) 

8. Control .switch for d-e voltage regulator for control of 
generator field voltage with five indicating lights. 

9. Vibration recorder and power supp:y with alarm and trip 
contacts. 

10. Technical direction of installation (supplied at per diem 
rates at time of installation) . 

-8-



CONNECTION POINTS 

Principal connections to tbe four major packages are as follows: 

A. Turbine skid 

1. Main steam lead. 

2. Exhaust flange to condenser or atmospheric exhaust line. 

3. Lube oil to and from Purchaser's oil conditioning system. 

4. Lube oil to and from generator bearing. 

5. Turbine steam lead and casing drain. 

6. Water to and from each oil cooler. 

7. Control wiring to pull plug for-

(a) Speed indicator 
(b) Vibration (each bearing) 
(c) Synchronizing motor 
(d) Valve position limit switches 
(e) Emergency trip solenoid 
(f) Emergency trip limit switches 
(g) Thrust failure trip 
(h) Main steam thermocouple 
(i) Bearing oil drain thermocouples 
(j) Bearing feed thermocouple 

8. Auxiliary oil pump motor power. 

9. Pneumatic steam pressure transmitter. 

10. Turbine-generator coupling. 

-9-



CONNECTION POINTS (Cont'd.) 

B. Generator package 

1. Six stator winding RTD's. 

2. Four cold gas RTD's. 

3. Bearing oil drain thermocouple. 

4. Bearing vibration pick-up. 

5. SCT control (hand wired from pull plug to excitation 
equipment) . 

6. Thermostat for common cold gas temperature. 

7. Liquid leak detector contacts. 

8. Oil connection to turbine for generator bearing feed and 
drain. 

9. Water to and from gas cooler manifold. 

10. Field leads. 

11. Six main leads (to excitation equipment). 

12. Turbine-generator coupling. 

c. Excitation equipment package 

1. Six main leads to generator. 

2. Three line leads. 

3. Neutral connection. 

4. SCT secondary leads. 

5. SCT control leads (hand wired to generator pull plug). 

-10-



CONNECTION POINTS (Cont'd.) 

D. Excitation cubicle 

1. SCT secondary (power leads). 

2. Field leads (power leads). 

3. Control leads via pull plugs 

(a) SCT control 
(b) Field ground detector 
(c) High diode temperature 
(d) Over-excitation alarm 
(e) Transfer from auto to manual 
(f) Start-up circuit 
(g) Field breaker control and indicating lights 
(h) Automatic regulator potentiometer 
(i) Manual regulator control 
(j) Transfer voltage 
(k) Field amperes 
(1) Field volts 
(j) Instrument C.T. 
(k) Two instrument PT's 

-11-



CONTROL PANEL 

Not included in the General Electric equipment package is the 
customer's control panel which should be located near~or attached 
to the turbine-generator skid. The following is a suggested list 
of minimum functions and equipment to be included in the control 
panel. Unless otherwise noted, the equipment is to be provided by 
the Purchaser. 

1. Speed indicator (by General Electric). 

2. Vibration recorder with alarms and trip (by General Electric). 

3. Synchronizing device control switch. 

4. Frequency regulator (for isolated electrical system oper
ation) . 

5. Turbine valve position indicating lights. 

6. Emergency valve trip and reset push buttons and indicating 
lights. 

7. Initial steam temperature. 

8. Initial steam pressure. 

9. Exhaust pressure gage. 

10. Lube oil pump motor control switch and indicating lights. 

11. Annunciator. 

12. Bearing oil feed and drain temperature recorder with alarm 
and trip contacts. 

13. Field temperature trip relay. 

14. Thrust bearing failure trip relay. 

15. Common cold gas temperature alarm and trip circuitry. 

16. Generator protective relays. 

-12-



GENERAL 8 ELECTRIC 
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CONTROL PANEL (Cont'd.) 

17. Synchronizing panel. 

18. VAR meter. 

19. Armature voltage. 

20. Armature amperes. 

21. Wattmeter. 

22. Stator (RTD.L .. temperature.ttip relay. 

23. Generator temperature indicator.and transfer switch. 

24. Liquid level trip relay. 

25. Excitation equipment (by General Electric). 

(a) Start-up and transfer switch 
(b) Field breaker control switch 
(c) Automatic regulator potentiometer 
(d) Manual regulator voltage set point adjusting unit 
(e) Transfer voltmeter 

-13-





MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT DESIGNED AND FURNISHED 

BY OTHERS 

1. Site 

2. Site preparation 

3. Earthwork and piling 

4. Condenser and condenser connection and expansion joints 

5. Cooling towers 

6. Condensate pumps and piping 

7. Condenser blow-out diaphragm 

B. Exhaust pipe to atmosphere 

._ 9. Foundations 

10. Plant layout 

11. Structural steel for building, if required 

12. Building enclosure 

13. Control panels 

14. Bus or cable to electrical system 

15. Generator breaker 

16. Main and auxiliary transformers 

17. Flash tanks 

18. Flash tank shut-off valves (manual) 

19. Main steam strainers 

-14-
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GENERAL f) ELECTRIC 

CDMPAMY 

MATERIAL AND EQUIPMENT DESIGNED AND FURNISHED 

BY OTHERS (Cont'd.) 

20. Waste fluid disposal system 

21. Turbine casing drain system and disposal 

22. Condensate disposal system 

23. Motor control center(s) 

24. Cooling water system- generator and oil coolers 

25. Lube oil and generator cold gas temperature controllers 

26. Air supply system (instrument and steam seal control valves) 

27. All site labor 

28. Control and power inter-connecting cables and wiring 

29. Instrument PT's and CT's 

30. D.C. and A.C. auxiliary and control power systems 

31. Steam seal vacuum pump if non-condensing 

32. Lube oil conditioning system 

33. Initial charge of lube oil and storage 

34. Sole plates 

-15-
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DONALD T. McMILLAN 
Oir<:ctor 

MEl10RANDUM 

TO: J.W. Gwynn 

UTAH GEOLOGICAL AND MINERAL SURVEY 

606 BLACK HAWK WAY 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84108 

(801) 581-6831 

September 22, 1976 

FROM: Carol Petersen 

CAL VI N L. RAMPTON 
Governor 

GORDON E. HARMSTON 
Executive Director 

Oepartmen1 of Natural Resources 

SUBJECT: .Geothermal Short Course: "Geothermal energy and electric utilities 
a background -for decision .. " 

The gothermal short_course held at Snowbid on September 20 and 21 was 
-----generally considered to be informative and successful. There were more 

than--12-5- regis-t--Fa-I¥t.s, w-ith more L"e-pr--esentatives f-~om various- -elect;£ical 
u~lities present than at previous meetings. Three- main topics were addressed: 
the characterist·ics of various known geothermal reservoirs, including their 
historic and projected electrical generating experience and capacity; the 
financing of geothermal field development and power plants, including the 
ERDA guaranteed loan program; and the way in which geothermal power plants 
must mesh with existing and planned electrical transmission facilities. 

I. Geothermal Reservoirs 
Several speakers made the point that as the geothermal energy used in 

a 55 MW electrical generating plant for 30 years is about equivalent to the 
yield of a 25,000,000 barrel oil field used for the same purpose, which shows 
how valuable a geothermal field can be. 

Bob Greider of Chevron Oil has evidently changed his opinion about the 
eventual practicality of geopressured systems. He now says that economic 
conditions are approaching the point where large geopressured power plants 
may be feasible in the Gulf Coast area, if the huge quantity of water re
quired can in fact be produced for 20-30 years and if the problem of owner
ship of the resource can be resolved. He pointed out that Tertiary basins 
exist in Wyoming. and California (didn't mention Utah) and encouraged efforts 
on basic research. 

A lucid explanation of geothermal reservoir e.ngineering was given by 
Subir Sanyal, emphasising the kind of data required and the techniques used 
to figure out if a field will support a power plant for 30 years. 

II. Financing and Legal Problems 
The questions of whether geothermal resources are mineral, water, or 

sui ~neri~ is still unresolved; and therefore their ow~ership and tax 
status are still problerna~ical. Cases in litigation in California will provide 
important precedents. Current betting is that geothermal resources will 
wind up with the owner of the mineral estate. 
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The relationship between surface, shallow ground water, and geothermal 
reservoirs causes uncertainties in many places. California and Oregon 
have a deal called a ''certifj cate of presumption". This assumes that the 
geothermal developer is not interferring with surface and shallow ground
water rights, and he is free to proceed unless the contrary is proven. 

The large sums of capital required to develop a good geothermal prospect 
and to build a power plant are difficult to raise in present market conditions. 
The ERDA geothermal loan guarantee program is supposed to assist in this. 
However-, the loan program can't be used by the major oil companies, and 
small companies probably don't have the staff to satisfy the requirements of 
the loan program, so it's difficult to tell whether it will make a real differ
ence. 

Several represen-tatives from utilities expressed concern abot:t getting 
involved with power plants on federal lands because the federal leases call 
for readjustment of royalties every 10 years. They are also worried that 
long-term use of land for plant sites is inadequately ~assurgil, and that 
federal bureaucrats might shut down the field for environmental~infractions, 
leaving the power plant high and dry. The utilities, who are naturally 
conservative, also worry about what happens if the field fails after a rela
tively short time (5-10 years) and would like contract clauses whereby the 
steam producer would compensate the utility in such an eventa 

As far as current costs go, Val Finlayson said that they are buGgeting 
$435 per Kilowatt generating capacity for a dual inlet geothermal turbine 
plant. This compares with $365/kw for coal-fired Uictits without so2 scrubbers, 
and $418/kw with scrubbers, but the latter cost is expected to go to $600/kw 
soon. The current average cost of electrical generating for UPL is 5.5 mil/kwh, 
and the cost for a mine-mouth coal-fired plant is 4.0 mil/kwh. 

The 1975 cost for electricity at the Geysers was 6.35 mil/kwh, and is 
expected to be 13 mil/kwh in 1977. The costs at any future Utah geothermal 
plant are unknown but are thought to be competitive with coal-fired plants. 

III. Electrical Transmission 
Harry Haycock of UPL gave a few words of caution about proposed additions 

to the electrical grid - they must be carefully planned to be compatible with 
the rest of the system. There are large areas in the wes.tern U.S., especially 
Nevada, that have no suitable lines (larger than 115 KV) to hook into. 
Lines in the 345-500 KV range are very complicated, and might not be 
feasible to tap into. 

Lines will be costly 
for terminations. 

$50-60,000/mile for a 230 KV line plus $1-2,000,000 

The Nilford area is lucky - there is a 138 KV line near Beaver that can be 
used in early stages. 
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Other speakers cautioned that utilities are budgeted and committed 
for five years in advance and a suddenly discovered large geothermal 
resource would probably suffer delays in being worked into the market for 
that reason if no other. 

CAROL PETERSEN 

CP:af 
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Bountiful 
City 
Light and 
Power 
198 South 200 West Street 
Bountiful, Utah 8-40 I 0 

101/295-9496 

Mr. J. C. Taylor, Vice President 
Utah Power & Light Company 
1407 West'North Temple 
Post Office Box 899 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110 

Dear Mr. Taylor: 

W BERRY HU-n;:HtNGS 

DIRECTOR OF POWEFI RESOURCES 

MANAGER OF OPER,t.TIO"'S 

June 27, 1977 

Bountiful is making a feasibility study on the purchase of a 
Federal geothermal lease now held by A. L. McDonald, Milford, Utah. 
The property under the lease is favorably located in the Federal 
Roosevelt Known Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA) about twelve (12) 
miles northeast of Milford. We are presently considering the 
installation of a ten (10) megawatt geothermal generating power plant 
at this site. 

The Utah Power & Light Company has a 46 KV transmission line 
that extends through the area near the McDonald property. The 
transmission line terminates at the Sigurd Substation and the Cameron 
Substation. We would propose to tap this transmission line about 
mid-point between the existing Milford TV -- A.T.& T. tap and the 
Milford substation. The tap would be made in accordance to standard 
electric utility practices and at Bountiful's expense. 

Our request for this service is being submitted enough in advance 
to allow sufficient time to meet with you to review our program and 
prepare a transmission service agreement. We would appreciate the 
opportunity of meeting with you at your earliest convenience. 

Sincerely yours, 

/:?..2/'Jl~! 
W. Berry r~tchings 
Director of Power Resources 

lt 
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Geothermal Energy and Electrical Power Generation 

RONALD C. BARR 
Earth Power Corporation, P.O. Box 1566, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74101, USA 

ABSTRACT 

The economics of electric power generation by means 

1}f fossil fuels ·and by means of geothermal energy are 
.:llmpared. This paper describes capital and fuel costs in 
.. orne detail and touches on operating costs. Comparisons 
for nuclear fuels are not included due to the paucity of 
satisfactory data: capital costing for nuclear plants also does 
not lend itself to this comparison. Currently marginal or 
underdeveloped geothermal sources (such as hot dry rocks 
or low temperature. highly mineralized water) are not con
sidered. Comparisons are restricted to oil. gas. coal, dry 
\team. and flashed steam-energy sources with which ade
quate experience has been gained-and also to binary cycles 
above a critical temperature. For comparison, the different 
... ources are standardized according to British thermal units 
!Btu) per commodity unit of the energy source: coal. oiL 
gas. or geothermal fluid, assuming that the same amount 
of electricity (I kWh) is generated for each 10 000 Btu 
regardless of source. assuming typical plain efficiencies. 
Data used are from The Geysers. Otake. and Cerro Prieto. 
Some conversions have been made to adj'ust the figures 
to a standard 110-M\\' generating unit. and to relate all 
costs to the same late-1973 level. For binary cycle possibil
ities. only reservoirs whose temperatures exceed 3600F 
f I~:!"'C) are considered commercial in this paper; the amount 
of hot water consumed per kWh increases markedly at lower 
temperatures. It is shown that under the conditions assumed, 
geothermal energy is commercially competitive and can 
reidl profitable levels of operation.-

INTRODUCTION 

This paper will briefly describe the economics of electrical 
~"-'""·er generation and the economics of geothermal energy 
power generation based on production experience. The value 
of geothermal energy for power generation is compared 
10 !he value of oiL gas. and coal based on the assumption 
of a competitive priCe structure. The comparative value 
of geothermal energy may then be used to determine its 
Pntential profitability which in turn may be used to establish 
co"t parameters for an exploration program. 

Energy forms used coinmercially to generate electricity 
m r-.;orth America are oil. gas. coal. nuclear. hydroelectric 
and geothermal. Fossil-fuel electrical power is generated 
m the United States by combusting oil. gas. or coal in a 
hoiler which produces ·steam to drive a turbine. In a nuclear 
facility, a controlled nuclear reaction is initiated in a reactor 
"'hich boils water to make steam to drive a turbine. A 

hydroelectric facility uses stored water to drive a turbine 
directly. Geothermal steam facilities use steam. or heat 
extracted from geothermal fluid. to drive a turbine or to 
heat a secondary fluid to drive a turbine . 

Costs for the generation of electricity may be categorized 
as capitaL operating, and fuel. This report will describe 
capital costs and fuel costs in some detail and will touch 
on operating costs. Fuel costs will be treated as costs of 
fuel delivered to the power generating plant. that is. inclusive 
of transporation and pipeline costs. From the point of view 
of the energy supplier the potential profitability of supplying 
fuel may be calculated by determining the market price 
for fuel less costs of extraction or production and transpor
tation. 

POWER GENERATION: CAPITAl COSTS 

Capital costs often are expressed in terms of installed 
capacity: that is. a plant which will generate 100 000 kW 
of electricity is often referred to as a 100 000-kW plant 
or a 100-MW plant. 

The output of a plant is commonly expre~~ed in hours 
of output; that is, there are 8760 hr in one year. Table 
I shows a 100 ()())-kW plant's output a.:, commonly expressed 
at various capacity factors in terms of kilOwatt-hours of 
production per year. 

Opefatlng costs are generally quite small compared to 
capital costs and fueLcosts and generally run from $0.0005, 
or 0.5 mills. per_ kWh to 1.0 mills per kWh. In other words, 
for a 100 000-k\\l plant operating at 7W. the annual operating 
costs over 1 year of production would amount to S350 000. 
that is. 700 000 000 kWh multiplied by $0.0005. 

A range of present costs for utility construction has been 
obtained by reviewing af!nouncements -over the past year 
by the various utilities of their intention) to build new 
generating facilities, the type of facility to be constructed. 
and -its cost. As shown on the next page. the cost~ for 
a nuclear plant are now $650 to $700 I k W and $350 to 
$400/kW for a coal-fired plant. 

The significance of the recent cost escalation is highlighted 
with the- observation that· the book-carrying cost for the 
approximately 360 000-MW generating capacity for the utili
ty industry as a whole ranges from S75 to $125 per kW. 
When the construction of a Oew facility is.announced and 
the cost is projected at an amount exceeding the book cost 
for the existing plant. rate increases or external finan-t.:ing 
must be obtained in an amount proportionate with the cost 
for the new plant as a percentage to that for the existing 

1937 



Tdble 1. Power piJnf _;ductJon. 

Opt>rating Opt'rating Annu.JI 
C.Jpacity rate rate product inn 

ik\VJ (%) (hours) 1kWh1 

100 000 90 7884 78R ..J.OO 000 
tOO 000 80 7000 7 00 000 000 
tOO 000 70 6132 613 200000 

plant <.tnd the proportion of new plant capacity to existing 
capacity. 

(n reviewing announced conStruCtion plans over the last 
year. it is interesting to note that of approximately 47 new 
installations only one new oil-fired plant is anticipated tTable 
:!). One geothermal unit was announced. and the balance 
is fairly evenly divided between coal and nuclear units in 
terms of numbers of installations. 

Recent cancellation and Jefe'rrals of new nuclear facilities 
refkct- the increased cost situation perhaps more than they 
do environmental and safety considerations. We estimate 
that current projections showing increa-;ing utilization of 
nuclear power are greatly exaggerated and will be replaced 
substantially by ·coal and. based on the issuance of Jea~es 
by the Federal government and availability of exploration 
and development funds. geothermal. 

POWER GENERATION: FUEL COSTS 

Fossil Fuel Power Generation Costs 

Fud costs may be compared directly by determining plant 
efficit:ncy and by establishing the British thermal unit (Btu) 
content of the specific fuel. A review of Part One of the 

Table 2. Pow·er plant construction announcements. 

Cost*' 
Oil 
and 

Dare Utility Nuclear Coal gas 

1973 
7/17 Commonwealth Edison $545 
7/31 Pennsylv,:mia Power Company $303 
7/31 Detroit Edison 303 
10/12 Utah Power & Light 427 
11/9 Pennsylvcmia Power & Light 666 
11/16 Con~umers Power Company 

(Michigan) 521 
11/27 Columbus & Southern Ohio 

Edison 293 
12/4 Philadelphia Electric $266 
12/4 Davton Power & Light 333 

1974 
1/25 Alabama Power Company $604 
1/29 Commonwealth Edison 545 
1/29 American Eledric Power 323 
2/15 Iowa Pubiic Service 417 
2/22 Long Island lighting 568 
3/1 Niagra l'v"\ohawk Power 379 
4/19 Indiana-Michigan Electric 

Company 615 
5/17 Toledo Edison 673 
5/20 RocheSter Gas & Electric 708 
5/25 New England Electric 695 

"RPprt"~ent~ '5 kWh •nstallec-L Data where plant L.:tpacity. IYpt' of fac•!ity. 
and f>St•rr,ted co-.t wt'rt' reported taken from 19 out ot -F announcemto>nts 
as repor1(·d by Moody·~ LJtil1ty St-.:-rviCe. 

Tabl•' l. Bntish 
,-

th~. .• I unlts iBtu·, required to prn1k:y 
k\Vh oi electricttv. 

Fuel low High VVPI>;ht<..'tJ 

Oil 9333 17 631 to soo 
Gas 91B2 13 279 10 IJI.X) 

Coal 9816 1 s {133 10 300 

National Pov.er Survey published by the Federal P\l\~~r 

Commission (FPC) in !':-170 'i.hO\~'i power generating data 
for variou~ fo'isil fuel J.nd nuclear f:.Ki!itie'i in the UnireJ 
States. The listing by· plant of Btu requireLl to proJu(e 1 
kWh of electricity illu...:,trate'i the typical range of Btu 
consumption for coal. oil. and ga~. as given in Table 3. 

The range of.oper:.1ting efficiencie" \aries with -,mCJil unit-. 
being !c~.s effi-.:ient and larger unit... being more efficient. 
\Vhile the age of ihe pbnts is not shov.n in the FPC rt:rort. 
we would gues'> that a -.imilar -;ituation exists: older pbnh 
are less efficient than nev.er planr;;;.. 

The Btu i,.;'Ontent varie-, within the major fuel clas>~ifii,.;'~Hiorh 
of oil. gas. and coal. A constant. however, by Jeflnitiun. 
is that 3414 Btu i" equivalent to 1 1...\\'h. Therefore. J.S \\~ 

look at the range_ of hear energy. or more practically the 
weighted avenge. it is most helpful w note that the operatin~ 
efficiencies for the variou-., fuels have a striking 'imibrit~ 
In othC:r words. if v.e u~ed a figure of 10 ouo Btu as 
representative of power plant dfi-.:iem.:y we would ~ee that 
I kWh of electricity would be produced. We then ha\.._. 
assumed that the ~arne amount of electricity is produ(t:d 
for every 10 0(X) Btu of coaL gas. or oil consumed. 

Nature ha ... gi\en us Btu contents in the phy ... ical quantitil..'' 
shown in Table 4. There are 42 gal of oil in a barrel. and 
:woo lb of ·coal. in one ton. the units commonly used in 
commodity transaction": gas is u~ually measured in thml
sands of cubic feet tMCFJ. C-;ing the average heat exchan~~ 
rates as shown above. we can use the standard commoJ\:~ 
units to illustrate what .;omparable quantities rna)' be req_um~J 
for electrical po\ver generation (assuming 10 000 Bw requir~J 
to produce I kWh),. Sc<: Table 5. 

It may be observed that in a nonregulated market . .l'isuming 
similar plant con~truction co-;ts. the delivered price for \lil. 
gas. and coal would be based 'iolely on Btu C:\mrent JnJ 
would be identical for the quantities shov.n above. On·l~ 

nature's variances ir· quality of the .,pecific fuel by unit 
would cause price differences. 

Table 4. British thermal unit content. 

Common 
Fuel Quantity High Low USJ\!.t' 

Oil 1 gallon 152 000 126 000 1-+S nno • 
Gas 1 (X)() it 3 I MCFJ 1 200 000 900 000 l 000 rlfl{) 

Coal 1 pound 14 (~_)(} 10 (XX) 12 :Jl)l 

•used in this report is l.j:! 83:" Btu x 42 g.al = 6 000 000 Btu ·bhl ,)il 

Table 5. Compd.rable quantities of fuel required for e!ectri~...d 
po•ver generat;on. 

Fuel Quar1t~ty Comparable Btu~ 

Oil 4166 2 '3 barrels 25 000 I)(XJ 

Gas 25 .'\1CF 25 000 ()I'_){) 

Coal Of\e ton 25 oon · :flO 
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We have not considered nuclear fuel in rht: foregoing 
because v. e do not have data with which we would be 
satisfied. and .:apital costs are so different from plants using 
conventional fuel. Similarly. we have not allo\1\'ed for varied 
sulfur contents in foSsil fuel. 

GEOTHERMAL POWER GENERATION COSTS 

The costs of electrical generation u<;ing geothermal energy 
depends on the nature of the re ... ource at the specific site 
where it is discovered. Geothermal resources in general 
may be clas..,ified as follows: 

I. Dry steam. 
., Hot \.\ater with 

tal Lov.' temperature. low dissolved solids: 
(b) High temperature. low dissolved solids; 
(c) High temperature. high dissolv_ed -.olids; 
td) Lov. temperature. high dissolved solids. 

3. Hot dry rocks. 
4. Geopres~ured zones. 

Production experience with dry steam and high tempera
ture. low dissolved-solid hot water has proven the commer
cial profitability of the resource in these forms. While 
commercial success using hot water has to date used only 
flashed steam. progress on the binary cycle has advanced 
enough to consider it commercial. The classification of the 
hi nary system as commercial is significant because it permits 
utilization of hot waters in the high temperature-high 
di.;;,.,olved solids category and reduce-., the lo"-· end of high 
temperature category from 46()''F. \1. here an economic level 
of fbshing occurs. to 360cF. v.'here the hot water may be 
u'ed directly. Hot dry roc h. geopr6sured zones. and 
low-temperature geothermal systems <less than 3hO"'F) are 
not discussed in thi~ paper because of a lack of sufficient 
data. 

Accurate cost breakdov..cns for dry steam are available 
from the Pacific Gas & Electric Company experience at 
The Geysers. Generation co..;;t<., for hot water sy·stems using 
"fla-.,hed'' .;;,team at Cerro Prieto. '-1e'\ico. and Otake. Japan. 
have heen ohtained from published industry sources. Costs 
for !he binary cycle. using: hot water directly. are projections 
hy the Ben Holt Co. and are discussed "ieparately. The 
capital co.;;t for each type of plant will vary depending on 
!he quantity of Btu rhat may succe<.,sfully be recovered: 
that is. the amount of heat that is extracted and its relation
..,hip to the pressure and rate of flow. together with the 
quantity of dissolved solids and noncondeosable gases. 

In order to perform an analy ... is based on past experience. 
Y.e have taken data from The Geysers. Otake. arid Cerro 
Prieto and have made some com·ersions. first to adjust 
the figures to a standard 110-M\\' unit. and second. in the 
ca"e of Otake. to relate the costs to a comparable late 
197~ level (Table 6). The costs for The Geysers are u"ed 
a.., a ba-.e and are show·n herein in the e:\act quantities of 
fund.., 'Pent as they appear in the Certificate of Application 
filed v. ith the California Public Ltilitv Commission bv Pacific 
Ci;t,., & Electric Company for Unit t.i (due to come o~ stream 
In !tnt)). 

The Otake figure"i have been taken from a 1470 paper 
ruhli..,hed by the L nited Nation' Sympo-.,ium on the Devel
nrment and Utilization of Geothe-rmal Re~ource~ from Pi sa 

Table 6. Geothermal power capital costs for a 110 000-kW 
plant. 

Costs in$ x 10j 
Dry steam Hot water 

(The Hot water ICeno 
Geysers, (()!a/...e, Prieto, 

Power plant Caliiornial Japan) tvk.'xicol 

1 Condem.er----cooling tower 0 4 322 1 600 
2 Strudures 838 2 651 2 960 
3 Equipment (plant) 648 496 736 
4 TurOO-generator 6 411 7 192 4 240 
5 Eledric equipment 1 167 3 366 960 
6 Mi5eellaneou-, equipment 234 999 1 585 
7 Engineering-instrurr.enta-

tion 1 012 1 010 960 
8 Overhead 2 130 2 585 2 521 

Subtotal 13 440 22 621 15 562 

9 Substation 
transformer 441 655 655 

10 Transmission 
transformer 153 153 1 )_1 

Total 14 034 23 429 1& ro 
Cost/kW installed $ 127 $ 212 $ 148 

Fixed charges 17.3% ($(XX)) $ 2 427 $ 4 053 s 2 fH2 
Operating expenses ($000) 250 3'" '' rs 

---- ----

Total fixed ($000) $ 2 677 $ 4 428 $ 3 207 
Cost/mill@ load factor 

(exclusive of iuel) 
90"/o ( 106 X i885 = 

835,8MM I..Whl 3.20 5.29 3.83 
80%\106 X 7000 = 

742,0MM I..,WhJ 3.60 5.96 4 32 
iO% !106 X 6130 = 

649,7/v\M k\VhJ 4.12 6.81 ..;,g) 

in 1970. They are based on a 30-MW plant which went 
into operation in 1%8. The cost budget experience for the 
30-MW plant was used as a ba~is for construction of a 
70-MW plant and reflects certain economie" of '-'Ca!e. We 
have made a straight ex-trapolation from the 70-MW figure 
to 110 MW and have added 207r to reflect current co,t">. 
While the 200(- may be on the low side. it doe' n~ . ..1t take 
into account any additional economies of scale on the overall 
plant size. If. by way of example. the ouhide diameter 
of the cooling to'-"er were expanded from 20 to ~0 ft in 
order to handle a proportionately greater volume of steam. 
the costs would not escalate proportionately. The same 
would apply to the structure housing the plant. instrumenta
tion. and controls. 

In the case of Cerro Prieto the source material for the 
total costs. as reported in the Fehruary. 1974. Get1therrnal 
Hot Line pubJi..,hed by the State of California. Vrerc original!~ 
shown as direct and indirect costs. They have been increased 
proportion~tely to reflect the increase to 110 MW from 
75MW with no consideration for economies of scale. R:..~ther 
than allocating indirect costs among the various account'-' 
and then increasing each account to reflect the incn.-;.~:--e 

from 75 M\\' to 110 MW. the direct costs V.'ere Jouhlcd 
and then a charge of $2.521 million was allocated to plant 
overhead. 

For the three cases studied we have grouped -,pccific 
cost breakdown<; for power production facilities. Dri!lin~ 

and pipeline co~ts and those other costs \\ hich wnuld 
normally he associated with a .;;team -.,upplier are not includ
ed. Overhead cosh have bce.n a!1oca1ed equally het\\ c-cn 
the power producer <mJ the steam -.;upp!ier .. The <ll.:cornp:ill)--
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ing chart qrates the range· ~• capital .::osts for power 
generatitm u~jngdry steam and steam flashed from hot water. 

The proJected costs for binary cycle electrical generation 
using geothermal hot water have. been described by the 
Ben Holt Co .. based on design work completed in California. 
at Niland and Heber in the Imperial_ Valley and at Mammoth 
in Long Valley. They have projected binary-cycle plant 
construction costs as a function of hot-water consumption 
and reservoir temperature. The higher capital costs for a 
binary cycle system are principally associated with the heat 
exchange system itself. These costs alone appear to increase 
plant costs approximately $100/kW-capacity over those for 
a dry- or flashed-steam facility. 

While the Ben Holt Co. analysis shows the cost-reservoir 
relationship from 250 to 500oF ( 120 to 260"C) only those 
temperatures in excess of 360°F {18rC) are considered 
commercial in this study. The reasons for the 360"F cut-off 
are three-fold. First. the projected plant cost loses its 
competitive advantage over a coal-fired facility at tempera
tures lower than 360"F. Second, the number of wells for 
production and reinjection accelerate rapidly at lower tem
peratures. Third, the hot water consumption_ at 360"F is 
comparable ro the minimum temperature of hot water flashed 
to steam or of dry steam considered necessary for commer
cial development. 

These three factors. combined with a knowledge of present 
drilling costs. lead to the conclusion that the discovery of 
a reservoir with a minimum temperature of 360"F should 
prove to be commercially viable. 

Comparative Energy Valuations 

The conversion of geothermal energy to electricity has 
been demonstrated using dry steam and hot water flashed 
to steam. Development to date indicates that the binary 
cycle conversion of hot water to electrical energy .will be 
demonstrated shortly. A method for pricing geothermal 
energy has been devised based on flow rates for geothermal 
wells and minimum temperatures. Dry steam wells at The 
Geysers produce -wo 000 to 200 000 lb/hr steam, and hot 
water wells commonly produce· 500 000 to 750 000 lb/hr. 
The minimum temperatures used are those where 20 lb/hr 
steam or 100 lb/hr hot water produce 1 kWh. 

The dry steam at The Geysers eriters the steam turbine 
at 100 psi and 373"F. The steam tables show that the total 
heat (enthalpy! of the steam· is approx.imately 1200 Btu/lb. 
While The Gey"ers consumption is !Sib/kWh. the literature 
often describes the amount as 18 to 20 pounds. leading 
to the •·fule of thumb" that ·20 lb/hr are required for 1 
kWh. or as more commonly expressed, that a 100 000-

lb/hr well will supply 5000 kWh. It may be noted that 
if 20 lb/hr are required to produce I kWh (3414 Btu by 
definition). then 24 000 Btu (20 lb multiplied by 1200 Btu/lb) 
are required for I kWh. The thermal conversion efficiency 
is therefore 14.22% (3414 + 24 000). 'These parameters 
should hold true for dry steam in general. 

The amount of steam which can be flashed from hot 
water is a function of temperature and has been reported 
by D. E. White in 1975;Table 7 summarizes White's results. 

The temperatures of the hot water at Cerro Prieto are 
in the 550 to 600"F range. While the amount of hot water 
flashed is not reported. the Mexican government has stated 
that the steam consumption is 16.74 lb/hr. ([tis generally 
felt within the industry that utilization_at Cerro Prieto could 

Table 7. 

("C) 

150 
175 
200 
225 
240 
250 
275 
300 

,~ 

Arnow,. ut steam which can be flashed irom hot 
water at given temperatures. 

Temperature Amount ilash<-->d 
("Fl (%) 

302 0 
347 5.5 
392 11.0 
437 16.3 
466 20.0 
482 22.0 
527 27.5 
572 330 

be improved by 501/f without additional wells.) At Otaki.!-. 
the amount flashed is believed to be 25.67<., thus indicatinQ: 
a temperature around 5<>0"F. -

The Ben Holt Co. analysis for the binary cycle show.;; 
hot water consumption in pounds relativ.e to temperature 
required to produce 1 kWh (Table 8). Note the significantly 
greater quantities of hot water required between 300 and 
360"F and the rapid decrease in water consumption at the 
higher temperatures. While plant costs estimated by Holt 
within this range appear economically competitive (5400/k W 
at 300oF. $350/kW at 350°F. 5310/kW at 401YF. and 
$250/kW at 500"FJ. the consumption of more than toO 
lb/kWh generated does not appear to be commercia! becauo.;e 
of the sig!lii~cantly larger volumes of water and. therefore. 
the greater number of wells necessary to supply the plant. 

Table 7 shows that at 460"F c238"C). hot water will produce 
a 200- flash to steam. For a hot water well flowing at a 
rate of 500 000 lb/hr. 100 000 lb/hr steam would be pro
duced. Every ::!0 lb/hr will produce one kWh and 100 000 
lb/hr will produce 5000 kWh. Similarly. a 500 000-lbihr 
well supplying a binary cycle plant at 360"'F will use _,JOO 

lb/hr hot water for I kWh and 500 000 lb/hr will provide 
for the generation of 5000 kWh. 

A review of the Btu consumption of fossil fuel ( 10 000 
Btu required tO generate I k\VhJ"and the useful heat content 
of dry steam. steam flashed from hot water. or hot water 
supplying a binary plant. leads to the observation that 2000 
lb steam or 10 000 lb hot water produced over 25 hr \\-ill 
have an electrical output in kilowatt-hOurs which may be 
compared directly with fossil fuels. If 20 lb/hr are required 
for I kWh, given current conversion effici-encies for geo
thermal po"wer production, then 2000 lb steam produced for 
25 hr is equal to one ton of coal. 4.166 barrels of oil. or 
25 MCF of gas. By adjustirig the 20 lb/hr downward ASf. 
the 25-hr component i'l. offset to a 24-hr factor. This produces 
a unit of measure for the sale of geothermal steam of 2000 
lb/hr /day or simply a ton/day of productio11. 

Table 9 is based on a ton/ day for the generation of 

Table 8. Hot water consumption relative to temperature 
required to produce 1 kWh. 

Hot water Obs/kVVhJ 

200 
150 
100 
80 
75 
60 

TempF-'.:>ture 
i~F: 

300. 
320 
360 
400 
450 
500 

·~ 
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ton · rl.1y 

~i t)d 51 MCF ~s I~) ton coal1$l geotherrnal i$)* 

.J. 'nb hbl! !25 MCF (Ont'l (one) 

; J.tXJ s .16 s 4.16 s 4.16 

~-00 .33 8.33 8.33 
3.00 . 50 12.49 11.49 . 
4.00 .66 16.66 16.!'>6 

5.00 .83 20.83 2083 
6.00 1.00 25.00 25.00 
7.00 1.16 n16 n16 
8.00 1.33 33.32 33.32 
9.00 1.50 37.49 37.49 

10.00 1.66 41.66 41.66 
11.00 1.83 45.82 45.81 
12.00 2.00 5000 50.00 

•TN,- Btu pnce-. Jn>equ,,..aJent lor o1l !Y)S. and cwl bur Me 41 '\. ior ~eothermal 
dut" to :...,, etfiCII':'n! con\lef~lon to dectnc1ty. 

geothermal energy and is <;how n with fov;,il-fuel pri~e-... 
Because the natural ga-; j.._, J.'>'tUmeJ to have 1000 Btu ft '. 
the price per thou-,ctr<d cuhi..; feet ~tCF of natunl t.:J'> "'ith 
the Jecimal point moved one piJcc- to the right i-, eq~ 1 \ .. dent 

to the co-,r in mill'> per kilow .. m-hour for pllW·er gencr ..trion 
fuel costs. Table 10 sho~.;, .J range of well flo'l-l.-; anJ 
corresponding revenue<;. 

CONClUSimJ 

The CO'it'i of utilizing genthermal ene~g:~ for electrical 
pov.er generation have been 'tho\-1. n for :-\_1wer plam con
struction anJ geothermal energy purcha-..c'i. They are com

petitive with other form,;; of pnwcr genc_:ion. Thi.., p..tpcr. 
and an awarene-,-; of drilling ..:o..,ts. 'iUgge-.t that rt'\enue.., 

from the sale of geothermal energy will :c..td to a profir~,hk 
level of opcr;_ttiun'i for the energy ..;upplier ... ufficient to 

_c.-•--··--------

encour~tge tht! commercial C'-pioL.J.tion .1n..: Jevelupment of 
----.. -~-~Mrmdl- energy: ~rh-ttp-s on a large 'i.:ale. 

Table 10. Well flows and geothermal revenues. 

RevenLJE>S oil/TO+ equtl.·alents @ 

hOI ....-,Her• Steam Ton/ 80% Cap<ICIIV_; 

lib h'l (lb; hrJ dav $6/25.00 $8,"33.32 $111/41.66 

250 000 50 000 $ 25 !1182 500 $243 236 s 304 118 
50J (_X)() TOO CO) 50 365 (X)() 486 472 608 236 
TiO 000 l.SO 000 75 547 500 729 7"1)8 912 354 

I CO) ()()() 200 000 100 730 000 972 94--l. 1 216 ..t72 

• .._,,u~ 20% ilash to steam or 1(10% uTilization wtth bmdry cycle. 
tTD"' ton,'da\1 oi -~eothermal ~team. 
tC.op.>c•f~· @ 60% x 292 days. 
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Muffler, L. J_ P .. 1973. in Brobst. D. A .. and Pr:_Jtt. \V 
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GEOTI-IERMAL POWER 

ROBERT LENGOUIST1 with FRITZ H:RSCHFELD2 

There may be a bright future ahead for geother-
mal power. It is relatively cheap, there are no safety problems, relatively 

few environmental headaches, arxllittle new technology to develop or prove. 
The installation at The Geysers in northern California shows what can be 

done to harness this potential source of useful energy . 
• 

Approximately 90 mi (140 km) north of San Fran-
cisco-nestled in the rugged terrain of the Mayacmas 
Mountains-is the site of the world's largest commercial 
geothermal power complex. In a remarkably short time 
span-slightly more than 20 yr-the production of 
electricity at The Geysers has grown from 0 to 522 MW 
installed capacity; with units projected that will bring 
the total rating close to 1000 MW by the 1980s. Con
sidering that this was accomplished entirely by private 
enterprise-without any government funding or sup
port-and in the face of the militant environmentalist 
movement in California-it is quite an achievement! 

Geothermal power derives from the elementary fact 
that there is considerable heat stored beneath the sur
face of the earth. If <we accepts the premise that the 
planet Earth was formed as the result of a tremendous 
explosion/implosion in the solar system, that it was 
literally a ball of fire at the time of conception, and that 
it has been gradually cooling down ever since, then it 
follows that there is a temperature gradient between the 
outer layer of the eerth and its core. Irrespective of 
theory, however, such observable phenomena as vol
canos, geysers, fumaroles, hot springs, etc., prove be
yond question that there is a substantial heat sOurce 

l Chief Engineer, Magma-Thermal Power Prujt>ct, S<mta Rosa, ('alif_ 
!v1cm . .-\S:\·1E. 
2 Hio-turian, Washington, D.C. Mem. AS\.1E. 

encapsulated within our planet. But the exact nature 
of the energy-its quantity and quality, where it is lo
cated, and how it can be successfuliy tapped-these are 
areas of geological investigation that are still in their 
infancy. 

In certain respects we are no better off than the 
peoples of antiquity. For example, we watch with the 
same av,:e and fear as the ancient Romans did the peri
odic volcanic eruptions of Vesuvius, and \Ve cannot 
control or even accurately predict the upheavals of this 
millenium-old crater. And in the realm of superstition, 
the mythology of Hades has managed to survive the 
scientific method and lives on in religious folklore as the 
"fires of hell." It is little wonder, therefore, that when 
William Bell Elliott, hunting grizzly bears in the 
Mayacmas hills in the spring of 1847, stumbled on The 
Geysers and heard the loud noise of steam escaping 
through narrow fissures, smelled the sulfurous fumes, 
and saw clouds of water vapor shooting high in the air, 
his first thought was that he had discovered the "gates 
to thelnferno"! 

Today there is a credible explanation for The Geysers. 
Volcanic activity within the last 3 million yr has brought 
magma or molten rock within 5 to 10 mi (8-16 km) from 
the· earth's surface. \Vater contained in the fractures 
and formations of the near surface rocks is heated by the 
cooling magma. Sufficient pressure is generated by the 



lnJectJon well 
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~:::~Ji~l 
Earth tremors rnore than 60 million yr ago caused fissures to op-en in the crust 
and brought magma-· a molten mass- 5 to 10 mi (8-1 6 km) from the earth's 
swiace. Water contained within fractures in the near surface rocks is heated by 
the cooling magma. When such a reservoir is tapped by drili1ng, pressure is 
released. This permits hot water or steam to flow to t~e suriace, which lhE:n may 
be used ID jlenerate electricity. 

trapped \Vater vapor to cause jets of steam to break 
through the thin layer of crust and escape in small 
quantities to_ the atmosphere. These were the mani
festations that caught the attention and fired the 
imagination of Elliott back in 1847. Of cour,e, when 
such a reservoir is tapped by drilling, much greater 
quantities of steam will flow, forced out by the subter
ranean pressures. Geologists are now attempting to 
ascertain \\'hether mlderground waters replace that 
which is being drawn off as steam. This is one of the 
more crucial questions, and the answer_ will obviously 
help to determine the long-term value of geothermal 
power. 

During the century following Elliott's discovery the 
therapeutic virtues of The Geysers, rather than its po
tential as a source of energy, were bei-ng touted: 

THE GEYSERS is properly called "The Eighth 
Wonder of the World," "Nature's Gift to California," 
"The Carlsbad of America," and "The Tourists' Par
adise." Here our Creator has provided every thing 
needed to cure the ills of humanity. Here are the most 
heavily laden RADIO-ACTIVE Mineral Waters in the 
~'orld ... .. The Hot lvfagnesia water cures stomach 
and intestinal disorders, the Liver Spring cures all liver 
disorders, the Kidney Spring for all hidney troubles, 
Sulphur and Iron Springs to build up your health in 
general. 

And among the visitors-who patronized "The Eighth 
Wonder of the World," as noted in an old hotel register, 
were the likes of: ... General Grant, William McKin
ley, Theodore Roosevelt,l\.lark Twain, Horace Greeley, 
Garibaldi, J. Pierpont Morgan, the King of England 

In the meantime, while the "beautiful peoplen frol
icked in California, a pioneer Yenture in geothermal 
power was being pursued un the other side oft he globe. 
Appropriately enough in Italy. --where the Roman ar
isto..._'racy also u~ed to luxuriate in thr:-ir hot thermal 
b3ths -it \Vas (h:-cided to dcvelcJp these thermal ;;ites for 
the lJractical purpnse ofgc~1erating ekctrkity. The first 
geot herJ'nal power station in the \\:orld \Y·ent on-st.rea1n 
,'1t L<1rdcrello (between Rome and Pisa on the western 
~id-e uf the Apcnnine Range) in 1904. By the lAte 19:30s, 
capacity h3d increased to 100 ~1\V; and the present in-
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stalled capacity uf all Italian geothermal pO\ver plants 
is over 400 MW. Dry steam flows from 181 wells in the 
Larderello region with an average production per well 
of about 50,000 lb/hr (23 t) at 302°F (150° C) with 
shut-in pressure of 73 psi (5 atm) and power station 
pressure of 62 psi ( 4.2 atm). The upper limits of steam 
production of the Larderello fields have probably been 
reached (they've been worked continuously for over 70 
yr)but there are at least nine more promising thermal 
areas lying along a 500-km (300-mi) zone in the Apen
nines in central Italy. These prospects are now either 
being extensively explored or in various stages of de
velopment. 

Exploration, lmag!nation, Exploitation 

When the tourist phase at The Geysers had run its 
course (apparently the health cures did not live up to 
their advance billing) a group-of enterpreneurs moved 
in in the early 1920s and drilled eight shallow wells, 
ranging in depth from 154ft (47 m) to 636ft (]94 mL 
Rigs using the cable tool concept (then called churn 
drills) were employed to bore the holes. The exph,ra
tion program did prove that large quantities of dry 
steam were a\'ailable and that it \I; as feasible to harness 
this energy to produce elect;icity. A small 250-k\V 
generator \Vas actually insta1It-d, and dri\'en by a non
condensing reciprocating engine, it furnished elE-ctric 
pmver for a local resort hoteL Huwever, b~cause of the 
plentiful supply of cheap clt:ctric:ity from conventional 
hydroelectric and fossil-fuel plants, there was no eco
nomic incentive to invest further capital in the devel
opment of geothermal PO'-\-er at The Geysers, e\·en 
though the Italians had already amply demon>trated 
that geothermal energy could he a commercially com
petitive factor. 

Again The Geysers lay dormant. The resort lapsed 
into a state of decay. Only an occasional hiker or 
weekend motorist visited this out-of-the-way spot. 
Fortunately, it fell to an imaginati\'€ and competent 
lumber merchant from Los Angeles, 1\k B. C McCabe, 
to revive interest in The Geysers as a geothermal 
project. Although "Mac'' 1\!cCabe hasno formal en
gineering training and no past association with t\~e 
power business, he \Vas stimulated by the geothernul 
challenge and he set out to prove that it offered a prof
itable opportunity for the utilities and a sound invest
ment for himself. Risking his own money, i\1cCabe 
leased from The Geysers De\·el-opment c(_-,mpany~a 
private firm holding title to rnuch of the property)~ 
approximately 362-0 acres (1~60 hectares) of land along 
Sulphur Cr~ek, a strenm that serves as a runoff channel 
for the area. The initial well drilled by ?llcCabe's cp· 
erating entity, I\JJgma Puv:tr Co., was called ~-1agma 
No. 1 and was completed in 1955 to a depth of 811 ft 
(2·19 m.). The flow rate of O.ry stream was roughly 
150,000 lb/hr (68 t) at a wellhead pre'8ure of 100 peig 
(7 kg/cm2). · 

An (lld as~ociate of 7\·icr'a.he's, Dan A. :\1c.\·1illan, Jr., 
was tempt0d to juin the ;Kti!ln. He, too, furmt'd hi::: 0\\!1 
vehiL1e--Therc-nal Pt";\'-'2f Cn.---and \l:1gm;1 ;::rnd The-r
mal then agreed to share (<l_l'ally in the le~-~:::ing ~n~d 
drilling expe;nses as \\'ell as in the anticipated prnfits nf 
the combined undertaking. By 1957, six \':ells h;:H~ h: -n 
drilled at The Geysers, with depths running fr('m .~ .. ..!.7 
ft (lGJ m) to 1 !14ft (4:31 m). By Dcct·m 1Jc·r oft hat)<. u 



Pl!mt Flow Dlegr3:m. Unit 3. 

flow tests had been made on four of the completed 
wells. · 

Enter P.G.&E. 

At about this time McCabe and McMillan began 
looking around for a customer to purchase their steam. 
Representatives of one of the largest utilities on the 
\Vest Coast, Pacific Gas and Electric Co., were invited 
to visit the site 8nd to review the resultS to date. 
P.G.&E. conducted its O\\'n indepenrlent studies and 
tests and became convinced that there was at least 
enough steam available at The Geysers to justify a 
substantial capital investment that could be safely 
amortized within a period of 30 yr. A contract was 
signed on October 30, 19.58 whereby P.G.&E. committed 
itself to inotall a 12,.500-kW turbine-generator operating 
on the condensing cycle; and :-.lagma and Thermal ob
ligated themselves to supply steam at the turbine steam 
strainer inlet at the rate of 235,000 lb/hr (107 t) and at 
a pressure of 100 psig (7 kg/cm2). The contract also 
provided that additional units could be added as: (1) 
steam became available; (2) there was need for the 
power generated; and (3) it could be economically pro
duced in comparison with other sources of power. 

The first 12,500-kW unit went on-line in April of 
1960. This turbine-generator had been functioning for 
42 yr for P.G.&E. in a standard fossil-fuel steam gen
erating pJant using steam at &n inlet pressure of 250 psig 
(17 kg/cm2). The turbine wAs already on the way to the 
scrap heap when it \Vas decided to salvage it for duty at 
The Geysers. The blarling of the rotor and stator sec
tions ·was rebuilt for the use of steam at an inlet pressure 
of I 00 psig (7 kg/cm2). Now the "old 'sac-horse" still 
performs f."~ithfully, op~ruting at 8.) psig (6 kg/cm2) with 
a back prt-~sure of 4 Hg a.hsolute, and exhac.:sting to a 
barometric condenser \vith cooling water supplied by 
a mechanic1l induced draft cooling tower. 

Starting with 1960, the following units ha\·e been 
installed at The Geysers: 
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Unit Cap. Inlet 
No. Start-up M\V RPM psi g. 

I 19W 12 J.'lOO 85 
2 1963 14 3600 65 
3 1965 28 3600 65 
4 1968 28" 3600 65 
5 1971 55 .'3600 100 
6 1971 55 3600 100 
7 1972 55 3600 100 
8 1972 55 3600 100 
9 1973 55 3600 100 

10 1973 55 3600 100 
11 1975 110 ::1600 100 

522 Total C&.pacity 
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E:lh. Press. G;;n. 
Hg abs., in. Cool. 

4 '" 4 11ir 
4 hydr(>gen 

' air 

' hydrogen 

' hydrogen 
4 h) dre-g en 

' h}C:rogen 
4 hy~rogen 

4 hydrogen 
4 hydrugen 

The stated capacities are total generator capabilities. 
T'1e plant auxiliaries consume approximately 4 percent 
of the generator output, \Vith the remaining 96 percent 
being delivered into the tr<insmission grid for P.G.&E. 
customer use. Units 12 through 15 are in the planning 
stages. Unit 12 will be operating in 1978 with two 
55-MW turbine-generators producing a total output of 
110 1\!W. Unit 13 will add another 135 MW; Unit 14, 
110 MW; and Unit 15, 60 MW. Therefore, if these 
projections fully materialize, there will be 937 ).!W 
worth of geothermal pmver flOwing from The Geysers 
within the coming decade. 

Tbe principal advantage of the geothermal steam 
cycle is the elimination of the boilers. With the low · 
quantity of noncondensable gases in the steam at The 
Geysers, it is economical to condense the steam. About 
30 percent of the co<:t of the plant is in the conden.<Oing 
system and about double the power can he obLqiJ•ed by 
using a conden~ing turbine instead of Olie ',vith .stmo~ 
spheric exhaust. 

The plant cycle for Unit 3 is shown in the .2..C"Compa
nying diagram. The-cyc]e for Unit·~ is the ~~2.:-ne exu:pt 
the ste<1.m Jluw to the turbine is J .2 percent greater be· 
cause the generat.:Jr is air-coukd instead uf hydr.:,g,.:n
cooled. Also, the cooling water for the generator is to 
air-coolers instead of hydrogen-coolers. The flo·::s in 
the plant cycle for Units 1 and 2 are about ha.lf t~li'.H::' uf 
Unit 3. 
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large-size gas ejector on the condenser com~-:_:red to the 
normal air ejector called for with a conventional unit. 
There is a two-stage steam jet gas ejector utilizing about 
4 percent of the total steam flow. The gases were 
ejected to the atmosphere high above the barometric 
condenser so that the hydrogen sulfide in the noncon
densable gases would be diluted to reduce ground-level 
concentrations to an acceptable figure. The off-gas is 
now discharged into the <;:ooling tower structure to mix 
with chemical solutions for abatement of hydrogen 
sulfide. 

The geothermal steam has entrained in it subsurface 
rock particles and dust plus noncondensable gases to
taling about 0.20-0.50 percent by weight of total mass 
flow. The table below is a typical example of the steam 
conditions relative to ·noncondensable gases, etc.: 

Compo,;ition, Perct'ntage by W€iF;"ht of Total Flow 

H2 C02 ~-2 CH4 H2S ~H3 Total 

Stt-am 0.005 0.280 0.004 0.020 0.016 0.325 
Condensa;.e 0.090 0.014 0.025 0.129 

Total 0.005 0.370 0.004 0.020 0.030 0.025 0.454 

During initial stages of well flows, the non con dens~ 
ables may represent as much as 1 percent of total mass 
flow, but will subside to some 0.5 percent or as low as 
0.20 percent in just a few months' time. 

EnVironmental Problems 

The hydrogen sulfide is probably the main culprit 
that has exercised the environmentalists---and perhaps 
with good cause. H:2S has a strong pungent odor-not 
unlike rOtten eggs. Although it is not known to be 
harmful at the present concentration levels to humans, 
animals, or vegetation, its obnoxious smell makes its 
presence hig-hly undesirable. As of last year, The 
Geysers were pumping close to 25 tons of H:.:S daily into 
the air; and, while the region is sparsely settled, never~ 
theless there are small communities s·cattered 
throughout the area. It seems that when the wind 
blows from the right direction, some of the neighboring 
tuwnsfolk get a whiff of hydrogen sulfide gas-. The lo
cals have quickly learned that even the slightest com
plaint of pollution brings the full and immediate wrath 
of the environmentalists dm-vn upon the heads of the 
clffenders. Lawsuits, injunctions, court hearings, and 
rt:>gulatory agencies are aJI mobilized and there is liter
ally no place left to hide' The best defense generally 
is. prompt compliance. By installing pollution control 
equipment at The Geysers and by carefully sealing off 
leakages, the H 2S uutput to the atmusphere has been 
brought down tO about 20 tpd. Further nwasures 
should make it po5Sible to reach a goal of 5 tons--an 
amount that eYeryone apparently agrees that they can 
live with. 

The other environmental problems could be coped 
with more expediently. Take the cw11plaint of ~Its. 
Faye Dewey, for instance- .. an elderly lady '.':ho is the 
J.>roprietress uf the sole tasern/gencral st(lre in the \'i
cinity of The Geysers. }.Irs. Dewey f(·-:.cntl'f1 the roaring 
noi::;e creutL·d \\·hen the \\·ell-:. are al1o\•.-pd to hluw freely 
to the atmosphere. This noi:;.e is often deafening-
:;.ome\':hat like li\·ing next to ::\'iagara F~1lls --e~pecially 
\l.·ht-n the sound f'choes off the si ecp walls nf the canyon. 
En!ry effurt ,_~-as made to ease }.Irs. Dewey's discomfort. 
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\Vere instructed to hold dmvn the decibels as much as 
possible. The good-neighbor policy has helped to keep 
this problem within bounds. 

Dumping wastewater containing ammonia into Sul
phur Creek also became a "no-no" when it was learned 
that even slight amounts of this toxic substance killed 
off the fish population. 

An ongoing program \Vas instituted in 1973 to land
scape those sites that were dt:formed or scarred by 
drilling and construction activities. Replanting trees 
and shrubbery, terr;:tcing, and the removal of unneces
sary structures and eyesores has gone a long way tore
store or maintain some of the area's natural beautv. 

The corrosive effects of the nonconder!sable g~:::.es 
have ca1led for certain precautions to be observed in the 
selection of rr:aterials used at The Geysers. Again, the 
chief villain is H 2S, which has a voracious appetite and 
affinity for anything containing .copper. Alufil.inum, 
stainless steel, epoxy-coated ashestos cement, and cast 
iron have served as substitutes for copper in condensate 
lines, underground piping, gas and oil cooler tubes, and 
cooling tower hardware. Exposed copper in the plant 
is either tinned or protected by coatings to prev.ent 
damage by the hydrogen sulfide in the atmosphere. To 
avoid usirig copper commutators required by rotating 
exciters, static excitation systems are employed. l\1e
ters and relays pose special problems. :\-1eters '.Vith 
platinum 1.?..ut-band Sl.lSpensions have 5uccessfully re
placed me~ers using conYentiunal copper -alloy .springs. 
Rela~'S with special proprietary corrosi.on resistant 
provisions have proven e-quaJly satisfactory. 

Geothermal Steam Char2cteristics 

The differences hehveen a geothermal pov.'er pla.nt 
compared with a fossil-fueled thermal 'inst:'lllatiun
apart from the fact that there is no boiler--lie in the 
characteristics of the geothermal steam. These char~ 
acteristics can be divided into phy~:dcal and chemical 
components. The chemical properties_ have alre-ady 
been me-ntioned. The principal physical feature i::. the 
huge \'olume of geuthermal steam that must be pro~ 
cessed to produce i k\Vh of eiectricity. This means, for 
one thing, large steam lines and larger quantities of 
cooling water that have to be handled for each E;"t-!·d:.:r3.ted 

kilowatt-hour. An idea of the comparati\·e stat!<ics 
is illustrated- in the table tc:.J:mlating side-by-side,: ,:ta 
from Units 3 and 4- at The Geys~rs \vith the equi\ c. ':;"Ilt 

information from a con\·t-nti'onal P.G.&E. power p~-Jnt 
(Units 6 and 7 at the Muss Landing Power Plant): 

Power Plant Con1parisons 

l'rtit Size. \1\\' 
Inle-t Stm. Pre~s .. r~ig 
In1f-t Stm. Td1lp., "'F 
LbStm k\\h 
Ratio ofStm. by \\"t. 
Inlt:>t Stm. \'oL, L'U ft;'tb 
Ratio c,fStm. by \'ol. 
Ratio cu ft ofStm)k\\-h 
Coo1ing \\"ater, gpm/k\\" 
.\'et Ht"at Rate, Btu/net k\Yh 

Gey:-;ers 
3 or 4 

28 
65 

3-!2 
18.-~-4 

:2. ~s 
.) 8 
:)0 

S3.4 
1.03 

2.3,900 

\1o:";S 
La;:dmg 

6 or ' 
!50 

:36'75 
1000 
6.~S 

1 
0. j 9:3 

1 
1 

0.-ll 
3:.::<)0 



Expansion loops carry geothermal steam !rom wells drilled to a depth oi more 
than 11.'2 mi (2-5 km) \o Pacific Gas and Electric Co.'s plant at The Geysers in 
Sonoma County, Calif. The plant is located about 90 mi (140 km) nor1heast ol 
San Francisco. 

Since there is no boiler which needs to be fed with 
condens;ate, a less expensive direct contact or baro
metric condenser is adequate. The cooling water in this 
tyrpe of condenser mixes with the steam exhausted frum 
the turbine and condenses it. The mixture of conden
sate and cooling water could be dumped if a large river 
were handy from which to draw a supply of cooling 
water, but then only if di1ution \Vas sufficient to prevent 
heal and/or toxic pollution. However, this not being 
the case at The Geysers, c.ooling tm\'ers are required. 
Part of the condensate -about 75-85 percent of the 

water being added from the turhine unit-is evapo
rated, and the remainder O\'erflows to a reinjection 
disposal system. The amoun!_ of evaporation is deter
minedby the atmospheric conditions. No make-up is 
needed -from external water source~ and the circulating 
water becomes essentially condensate. The o1:erflow 
keeps the buildup of chemicals in the water from the 
noncondensable gases to a low limit. 

Geothermal steam coming from the wells is passed 
through in-line separators to prevent fine sand and rock 
particles from reaching the turbine blades and causing 
damage or serious erosion. Each \veil, therefore, is 
equipped with an in-line centrifugal separator. A sec
ond separator, installed in the steam line of each turbine 
near the turbine room, acts as a backup sep;uator and 
final cleanup of the steam before it enters the turbine. 
According to the contractual arrangements, the steam 
suppliers are responsible for providing acceptably clean 
steam to the power plant. 

Economics 

It has been Commercially practical to generate power 
from geothermal steam at The Geysers because it can 
be produced economically in compar:ison with power 
from other sources in the P.G.&E. system. The capital 
cost at The Geysers is$132/kW in l'nits 9, 10, and 11. 
Future installations are expected to average in the 
neighborhood of S250/k\V. By comparison, large 
coal-burning plants run S300-400/k\V; and nuclear 
plants are $500-600/k\V. Also, lower operating and 
mai11tenance costs are experienced because there is no 
boiler to operate and the units are designed to function 
unattended. 

Operating per~onnel are present during each of the 
three 8-hr shifts per day. l\1aintenance personnel and 
office staff are present during the 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. shift. 
The units have been installed in pairs so that the cost 
of the second unit tends to be less per kilov.•att because 
most of the cost of the site deYelopment '..vork was a b-

Un!fs 3 and 4, shown here, went into commercial operation in 1967 and 1968, respectively. They brought plant ce:pacity to 82,000 kW. In the foreground are steam 
pipes with expansion loops. The loops allow \he pipe to contract when the plant has to be shut down and to expand on startup. The steam condensa:e rising from the 
row of five low stacks at left marks the location of blowdown valves. When the plant has to be shut down, the steam escapes through these valves. 



,;orbed in the overl>.==2d for instal.L15 the first unit. ~,, 
The thermal efficiency of a gec.,hermal unit is con

siderably less than that of a conventional steam boiler 
unit because "it uses natural steam which has low pres
sure and little superheat. The net thermal efficiency 
of Unit 3 at 28,000 kW is about 14,3 percent. The plant 
is still economical, however, because of the lov.,'er cost 
of natural steam, 

One of the outstanding features of this project is the 
resultant conservation of fuel oil. The kilowatt-hours 
generated in 1975, some 3.37 billion, represents about 
5,500,000 bbl of fuel oiL This is based on a heat rate of 
10,000 Btu average heat rate in a modern fossil fuel fired 
steam-electric power station. From April 1960 through 
June 1976, the total generation represents the conser
ntion of about 24,800,000 bbl of fuel oiL The steam is 
paid for on the basis of the amount of electrical energy 
that is actually delivered to the P.G,&E. system, For 
the first two units, for example, the price paid for the 
steam•was 2,5 mills/kWh, For the additional units; the 
cost is calculated each year on the basis of the weighted 
average of (1) 2.5 mills/kWh, adjusted for current fuel 
costs and the best heat rate for fossil units compared 
with December 1958 (later agreed to 1968 values) fuel 
costs and best heat rate; and (2) the average nuclear fuel 
costs, For 1966, the payment for energy from addi
tional units was 2 . .55 mills/net kWh; and in 1967 it was 
2.27 mills/net kWh. The 1976 rate is 1 L35 mills, which 
includes 1/2 mill for water injection services. 

The following table shows the principal costs for the 
first four units installed at The Geysers: 

Gross Generating Capacity, kW 
Total Capital Cost of Power Plant 
Ccst per Gross k W 
Tc,tal Capital Cost of 

Transmission Line 
1967 Energy Cost, MillsjkWh 
Total Estimated Cost Delivered 

to System at 90% Capacity 
Factor Including Transmission, 
Mills/kWh 

Operating Procedures 

Units 1 
and 2 
26,000 

$3,800,000 
$146 

$215,000 
2,5 

5,65 

Units 3 
and 4 
56,000 

$6,900,000 
$123 

$310,000 
2.27 

4,71 

lnfhtion has clearly manifested its presence, The 
estimated costs of additional uri its are now iri the area 
of S250/k\V. Steam welJs, gathering system, roads, and 
other supporting facilities will add about another 
$175/kW, resulting in a total capital cost of approxi
mately S42.5/kW, The principal difference in operating 
pmcerlure for the geothermal units of The Geysers is the 
practice of shutting down the plant every few months 
fN a few hours. as a trip test, so that a functional test of 
the plant's automatic protection features can be carried 
out. On conventional units, these tests are performed 
as part of an on-line testing program during mainte
nance out;._ges. The shutting dov;n of the geothermal 
ur•its provides an opportunity to do preventi\'e rnain
tt:nanceon those parts of the electrical s\vitchgear that _ 
are subjected to the corrosive attacks of the hydrogen 
sulfide in the atmosphere, which has been a primary 
maintenance problem. This type of sen·icing is the only 
practiC3l method of preventing an operating failure of 
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the electrical switchgear and its components. This has 
been upgraded considerably by housing much of the 
sensitive instrumental control devices in a filtered air 
environment. 

The annual capacity factor of the geothermal units 
has varied over a range of 70 to 96 percent since 1960, 
This is approximately the same as the unit availabil
ity-because the units are normally operated either at 
their maxi,mum rating or else they are shut down for 
maintenance. i'\'one of the units is classified as stand
by. 

During turbine o\·erhauls, the upper casing is re
rrioved and the turbine is dried out to inhibit corrosion. 
The only corrosive effects that have been noted in the 
turbine itself have been at the shaft seaJs..-which had 
to be replaced with corrosion-resistant stainJe~.s steel. 
Experience has confirmed that with the proper selection 
of materials designed to withstand the corrosh.:e atmo
spheric conditions-i.e., H 2S-plant maintenance 
problems are siinilar to those pre\·alent in C'onn'ntional 
power plant e<luipment. · 

The same modern drilling rigs that are common in oil 
and gas fields are employed to drill holes to the steam
prOducing zones at The Geysers. Depths presently 
range from 4000 ft (1200 m) to 10,000 ft (3000 m), 
Some of the earlier wells of the 19.50s '>vere as shallow as 
500ft (1.50 m), The well bores are cased to the depths 
necessary to reach into the gray\'.:acke formation, which 
is a rock type hard enough to support fractures. The 
fractures then act as conduits for the steam. The 
wellbore is open hole (uncased) from the bottom of the 
casing to the final depth. In drawing steam from un
derground, care must be taken to avoid sudden shocks 
(like turning a valve on Or c,ff too abruptly) in the closed 
system. Such changes might create a reverberating 
effect that \Vould cause damage to the subterranean 
formations. 

Completed wells come in at about 75,000 to 350,000 
lb/hr (34 to 159 metric tons/h) at a wcllhearl pressure 
of roughly 125 psig (8.8 kg/cm2), Shutoff pressures 
average 47.5 psig {33.4 kg/cm2) with a temperature in the 
neighborhood of 465°F (240"C) corresponding to an 
enthalpy of approximately 1204 Btu (669 cal/kg). 
Design pressures at the turbine strain-er inlets are 65, 
85, and 100 psig (4,6, 6,0, iuod 7.0 kg/cm2 ) at an enthalpy 
of aboclt 1:'00 Btu (667 cal/kg) and with superheats of 
59, 52, and 50°F (15, 11, &'1d l0°C) respecti\'e]y, 

Most of the turbine-generators used at The Geysers 
have come from Toshiba of Tokyo, General Electric 
Co, has been the successful bidder for Unit 13 (13R \IW) 
and Unit 15 (60 J\1\V), while Units 5 to 11, no;v in ser
Yice, are Toshibas. Units 12 and 14 (110 :viW), now on 
order, are also being made by Toshiba, 

As the operations at The Geysers have grown in size 
and scope, they have become more institutionalized. In 
June 1967, ;,r agma Power Co. ,md Thermal PoTTver Co.~ 
as joint ventures---entered into an agre(~ment ;,vith the 
Union Oil Co. of Califorr~ia. In effect, Union Oil has 
taken OYer the re.:::.ponsibility of (Jptrai ing .J.nd 1nanrt"ging 
the geothermal \'>-·ells that are sending ~team to 
P.G.8:: E.'s power ~-tation3. The greater resources of 
Union Oil h;.Jse also enabl-::-d the partners to expand the 
steam production rates to keep pace with P.G.&E.'s 
planner! schedule of addi1cg 100 \lW of annual capacity 



Workman uses a 25"ton bridge crane to move a main geothermal steam!ir,.e into 
position at Unit 7 of Pac1fic Gas omd Etectric Co.'s Geysers Power Plant In the 
foreground ncar the generator is ;:;an. of the turbine blading for !he unit Units 7 
and 8, housed in this building, both have net genE.>rati:og capacities o! 53,000 kW. 
They went into commercial operation in 1972. 

frum 1971 onward. During l\1agma Thermal's period 
of operation, lease holdings had increased to ahout -1500 
acres (1800 hectares)-and, when combined with Uniun 
Oil's 9500 acres (3800 hectares) this made a grand total 
of approximately 15,000 acres (6000 hectares)_ The 
overall holdings have, in the meantime, gruwn to en
compass more than 20,000 acres (8000 hectares). But 
that has not deterred the competition' On the con
trary-the smell of success, as usual, has spurred ri
valry' 

Coming: Lots of Competition 

Since at the moment the developed area in the region 
of The Geysers is approximately 7 mi long and 2.5 mi 
wide (11 X 4 km), and it is anticipated that future out
step wells will considerably enlarge the area of proven 
development, there is lots of room for ne\vcomers. 
Pacific Energy Corp. has already drilled wells on its 
lease holdings with a sufficient steam output to support 
a 60-MW power plant. Aminoil U.S.A. (formerly 
Burmah Oil & Gas), Shell, Ceo-Kinetics, and ?11cCul
Ioch are among those busy exploring and enlarging their 
respective holdings. Nor is it likely that P.G.&E. will 
long retain its present exclusive use of the geothermal 
steam on the power generating side of the business. 
Other utilities and municipalities are consid.:-ring the 
establishment of their mvn genercting facilities at The 
Geysers while contracting to purc1.1ase steam from any 
or all of the above-mentioned pr\,duct'rs. 

There have been other changes as welL Mr. 
1\fc:Millan-one oft he original entrepreneurs-passed 
away and the Thermal Puwer Co. was recently sold to 
the Natomas Co. in San Francisco. ~!r. \lcCabe--the 
true vision~uy --is still acti·./e, and hiS enthusi::.sm for the 
development of geo1 henna! en erg:,.' has helpe-d ~ti1nulate 
corporate entE:rprises to invest in and dt\'e1op this rel
atively new enE:rgy industry. 

\\rhat ahout the global scene? There are known 
geothermal areas in countries ranging fr('o!nlcPLnd to 
New ZeAland. The Russians, the .L:!.panese, the ~Texi
cans~ the Italians, and others are acti\·ely cn;;-1;_;ed in 
pursuing geothermal energy programs. In the sc·;1rch 
for low-cost energy, geothermal pov . .-er offers a quick and 
attracti\·e solution. 

As was stnted earlier in this article, the gecl~"'Sic un
ders~anding of geothermal energy is in its inLmcy; and 
so is the CfJfnmercializa.tion of geuthermal pu'>ver. 
Perhaps it is valid tO draw an analCigy with the clisL'(•\·ery 
of oil in Pennsylvania over 100 yr ago. There, too, it \\'as 
surface seepage of oil that first attractt-d attentit;D. As 
was the case at The Geysers, the early v:elh: that were 
drilled in the Pennsylv3nia oil fields <,;;ere shr-dluw c1nd 
primitive (by modern standards). ThE:n gradu:.1lly, .1.s 
the art of discovering oil fields became ill ore :::ophisti
cated and predictable, so did drilling and pumping 
techniques. It can fairly be said that the mactcry of the 
geology paved the way for the petroleum illrlu,try ns we 
know it tc;c!ay. ~laybe geothurr..al ent:rgy will t:Yolve 
along a paral1t::I path. If, once again, the ;;cci1ugi~h can 
find the G.nswers to locating steam- bhHl:1g ~~l~JterraJw:--m 
formations, th-:-n the rest is a foregone conclusion. The 
power comp3nies stand ready and '-V3iting to put the 
geothermal stt-am to work. In this resped, the t:'xpe
rience at The Geysers in California spc.1ks fo! !bel f. 
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DONALD T. McMILLAN 
Director 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: J.W. Gwynn 

UTAH GEOLOGICAL ANO ~.11NERAL SURVEY 

606 BLACK HAWK WAY 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84108 

(8011 581-6831 

5 May 1976 

FROM: C.A. Petersen 

SUBJECT: Phillips' Water Rights Hearing 

CALVIN L. R~~v1PTON 
Gov•~rnor 

GORDON E. HAR~JlSTON 
Eli>2C'Jlive Oirenor 

~pal; rnent ot Ndl urdl Res'Ju r ~es 

On April 29, 1976, a hearing was called by Dee Hansen, State 
··-·Engineer, to co!1sider applications by Phillips PetroleUlll Company 

for the production of geothermal water. The hearing, which was 
held in the Beaver County courthouse, allowed Phillips to present 
their case and the protestants to reply. 

Phillips used the opportunity to give a concise but very 
informative review of the Roosevelt Geothermal reservoir as they 
tmderstand it and to show that production of geothernal waters will 
not affect the shallow aquifers used by agriculture. 

According to Gary Crosby, Phillips spent some $400,000 over 
two years in exploration of the Roosevelt KGRA before deep drilling. 
The eight deep wells that they have drilled to date cost $3,410,000 
and testing three of these wells cost $285,000. After other costs 
are added to these, Phillips has spent more than $4,500,000 on the 
Roosevelt area, not including land costs. 

The reservoir is located east of the Dome fault. It consists 
of fractured granite, overlain by 1600 ft. of iDpermeable granite 
and Precambrian rocks. A cross section enetered into evidence 
showed the fractured granite extending to a depth of 5000' below 
sea level. Dick Lenzer, Project Geologist, stated that the reservoir 
is entirely within the boundaries of the KGRA, and furthermore is 
within the perimeter of the lands covered. by the Phillips - Union 
unitization agreement. 

The reservoir contains water at 506°F (263°C) and at pressures 
of 2250 lb/sq.in. The typical geothermal well is a flov.ing artesian 
well, with the piezometric su.rface several hundred feet above the 
land surface. About 12% of the water flashes into steam in the well, 
and artother 8% flashes in the steam - water separacor. Cne of the 
wells tested produced more than 1,200,000 lb/hr. of '.Vater and stea.'ll. 





UNITED STATES 

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOP~1ENT AO~.~INISTRATION 

Dear Geothermist: 

SAN FRANCISCO O?ERATIONS OFFICE 

1333 BROADWAY 

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94G12 

May 27, 1977 

In case you did not know it, we signed the first Geother:cal Loan Guaranty 
on r~ay 6, 1977. The guaranty was for a loan of S9.03 :Jillion by the Sank 
of America to the Republic-1975 Geothermal Energy Crilling Pro~ram. On 
Sunday, May 8, the first well drilled with funds made avaihble through 
the GLGP was "spudded." 

At the closing ceremony, which was presided over by Don Reardon, Acting 
• Manager of SAN, and attended by Charles Fullerton, Vice Presi<~ent, Bank 

of America, and Robert Rex, President of Republic Geothermal, Inc., the 
Bank of Ar..erica presented ERDA a check for $27,442.00 - the first year's 
user fee-- and a check of $2,250,000 to Republic-1975 --the first 
disbursement in Milestone 1. 

A copy of the news release is enclosed (for your infor:r.ation). 

In approving this application, ERDA had to make the following Findinss 
and Determinations: 

1. Application complies with GLGP Regulations (10 CFR 790); 

2. Project will not have a significant affect on the quality 
of the human environment; 

3. · The risks are acceptab 1 e; 

4. Project is consistent with the goals and objectives of 
P.L. 93-410; 

5. Overall probability of success is 63% or higher; and 

6. There is a reasonable assurance that the loan will be paid off. 

h'hen Acting Acministrator Robert Fri approved this application, several 
ir.;portant principles v;ere established, including: 

1. ERDA will share both the financial ar;d technolsgical risks 
of developing this in:portant rescurce "ith the lenders and 
borrol':ers; 
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2. ERDA will encourage, to the maximum extent practicable, 
participation by cofrlllercial lenders if the interest rates 
are reasonable (approximately 120%-125% of floating prime 
appears to be a maximum acceptable rate at this time). 

3. ERDA will, on a case-by-case basis and where appropriate, allow 
equity participation on a 25/75 ratio throushout disbursements 
(i.e., we will not necessarily require the full 25% to have 
always been spent prior to any disbe~rserents, nor will v1e allow 
any disbursements such that the governc-.ent's risk at any point 
in time is greater than 75;~ of the project'·s cost); and 

4. ERDA will foster the development of normal borrc·.;er-lender 
relationships. 

We are currently processing the following applications: 

PROJECT 

Dry Creek Exploration 
(GRI w/Chevron Oil) 

GeoCal (GeoProducts) 

CU I Venture 
(GKI/McCulloch) 

Southern Calif. Public 
Energy Corporation 
(City of Burbank) 

Geothermal Food 
Processors, Inc. 

Diablo Exploration, Inc. 

LOCATION LENDER 

Geysers, CA Bank of An,eri ca 

Honey Lake, CA Bank of :·lontreal 

Beryl & Lund, UT 
Brawley, CA Bank of ;-1ontreal 

Roosevelt Hot 
Springs, UT, and 
other sites Dean Witter & Co. 

Brady Hot 
Springs, NV 

New rJ.exi co 

Nevada Nati ana 1 
Bank 

Kidder, Peabody, 
Inc. 

APPLICAT!GN Sr~ 

$ 7. 500 

2.269 

6.326 

25.00 

3.460 

21.80 

TOTAL $ 56.335 

A n•N·ber of other recent ccvelc;.ncerts at the F(rleral level h;;ve very 
exciting potential for tr.e G.OOtherr.al industry. Thf'se inclu~e the 
Presi~ent's tlational Enert;:~ Plan (NEP), proposed 2;-.enc:-~nts to P.l. 
93-410 passed by the House Science and Tcc:1nology Co:c.c.ittee, ;ond a 
bill introduced into the House of Representatives by Ccn~res5cJn 
3Mry Gold"ater entitled "The ':eotherr.~oll Stearn Act ,:,c"'c.;iT,ents of 1~77." 

.. 
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3. Would provide for environ~ntal assessrr.ents in phases on 
federal geothermal leases . 

. 
In conclusion, several important strides have been taken which could 
enhance the development of the geothermal industry.· One of these is 
the approval of the first loan guaranty application. However, the 
continued viability of the GLGP is still very much in question. :-lith 
only seven applications received havjng a total of some $75.4 million 
versus an authorization of $200 million for FY 1977 and a request by 
ERDA for another $200 million in FY 1978, t~ere are im~crtant voices 
asking two key questions: · 

1. Does the industry really want and/or need the GLGP? and 

2. Does the industry really need $200 mi 11 ion per year? 

To these questions, satisfactory answers can only be fomulated based 
on nurrbers supplied by the industry. 

Furtherrcore, if you have any suggestions on how we can improve the 
program- our procedures, the guidelines, etc., please let us know 
irrunediately. 

It's up to you. 

Enclosur~: 
SAN ~!e1-1s Release 

No. 7747 

Sincerely, 

Hark N. Silverrcan, Director 
Office of the Ceo the rma 1 

Loan Guaranty Program 
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Legal Basis: 

Purpose: 

$ Limit: 

Interest: 

Location: 

Termination: 

F A C T S H E E T 

ENERGY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ADMIN I STRATI ON 

GEOTHERMAL LOAN GUARMJTY PROGRAM 

Geothermal Energy Research, Development and 
Demonstration Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-410) 

Accelerate comF.erci al development of geotherr..al 
energy by private sector through mini~izing 
financial risk to lending agencies. 

Single Project $25 Million 
Single Borrower $50 Million 
Also -- 75% of aggregate cost of project 

but may be 100% of loan. 

Not to exceed Administrator's determination 
(with Secretary of Treasury) of "reasonable" 
and 11prevai 1 ing.' 1 

Up to 30 years or expected life of physical 
assets, whichever is less. 

Project in U.S., territories or possessions. 

Septec-,ber 3, 1984, but guarantee agreercents and 
interest assistance contracts in effect at that 
time will remain in effect. 

Guarantee Fee: It is expected that no rrore than 1 per cent 
annually on average outstanding loan value, 
may be passed to borrower; hO\·<ever, a firm 
fee will be determined at a later date. 
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Controls and 
Restrictions: 

1-/ho Administers: 

- 2 -

Detailed in Federal Register of May 26, 1976, 
pages 21433-21440. 

1. Information concerning lender the borro,,er. 
2. Information on project. 
3. Interest assistance by E'DA. 
~- Default authority by ERDA. 
5. Permissible costs defined- cri~eria 

(financial considerations). 
6. Expenses not allowable. 
7. Environmental considerations. 
8. Reports required and access to reports 

to other agencies. 
9. Servicing ~he loan. 

10. Visit access • 
11. l-lithdrawal of guarantee. 
12. Security (borrower's assets). 
13. Patents and proprietary rights. 
14. Escrow and interest. 

The Administrator of ERDA; hm,ever, the l'.a."aser 
of SAN has ~een celegated the responsibility of 
processing all applications for gcot'.er<"al loan 
guarantees from throughout the t:nited State-;. 
After review and analysis of t~e application, 
the l'anager wi 11 recoc>C'lend approval or disappro'.'al 
to the Administrator. Additionally, SAN has the 
responsibility of moritoring all loan guaran~ees 
throughout the life of the guarantee. 

San Francisco Operations Office (SMI) of E?.DA. 
Attention: Mark N. Siherccan, 1333 3road·,·:ay, 
Oakland, CA 94612. Telephone: (415) 273-7281. 
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Et~EP..Cl RI::SL\l~CI: At~D Df.VJ.:LOP:1EilT 
All: 11 t~ I S'li:t\ 1' l o;~ 

Division o[ GccH licrm.o.l J:ncrgy 

GEOT11ERt;AJ., EHI:RGY 

0 ub1icJtion nate: 
~lay 4, 1977 

[or Expression of Interest [or a 

Geothc.rr.1al Dcr.10nstration Pouer Plant 

lN!r-ODUCTIOll At-:D PUP.POSE 

The Enerey Research nnd Devcl?pment Acbinistratior. (Ll<DA) 

is requesting an expression of interest (REI) front org~nizations 

desiring to participate in n demonstration project for the 

utilization of geothermal energy for ·clcctt~ic poller r,eneration. 

The dcmonstr~1tion will be u cci.L~c.rcial-sizc plunt co;tstru.:tc..d 

and operated under realistic industrial condit~ous. Tl1e int~nt 

is to domon~;tratc to industry that electric energy c:.:1n bQ · 

generated cconot7iically from liquid-doiilinated gcothcn::o.l resources 

in an environmentally and socially acceptable manner. Success-

ful demonstration will reduce the uncertainties that attend 

the utilization of geothernal resources for power production 

and t,~ill thereby advance the realization of geothern§ll energy . 

as an option for meeting national energy needs. The expression 

of interest is intended to obtain inforoation about who is 

interested in geother~al exploitation and their capabilities 

for conducting a der.1onstration pruject. 
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lllTE!IDf.D JJB!O:;STRATIO;; PROJECT 

ERDA plans to initiate a corr.raerci.J.l-scalc. (50 ~er,::1:cttls 

electrical or gre3tcr) de~onstration project in Fiscal Yc~r 1973. 

Joint industry and r;ovcrnr~cat fundir:G of constn.1ctill:1 .:::--:.J 0p~~r.1-

tion of the project is anticipated. The project will he located 

at a site where rc!:>crvoir dcvclop!~:i:'nt \,·ork is .Jlrc.J.dy undcn:~ty in 

order to accelerate gcothcrm.::tl dcvclop:~iC1lt in the ncar tern •. 

The plant is intended to dcr;;onstrate co::-.;acrciC!l r;encration 

of electric poh·er using a hish-te~peraturc, low-to-~::odc.rate 

salinity resource with a binary fluid, ~lashcd-stcan or a fossil

geothermal hybrid com·ersion cycle.- Target date for pm>.or-on

line is 1982 or cc,rlicr. 





PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY 
DEL MAR, CALIFORNIA 92014 
BOX 752 714 755-0131 

NATURAL RESOURCES GROUP 
Energy Minerals Division 
Geothermal Operations 

Mr. Berry Hutchings 

June 3, 1977 
'~·' 

City of Bountiful Light & Power 
198 South 200 West 
Bountiful, UT 84010 

Dear Berry: 

Following up on our telephone conversation, I have thought of 
some aspects of operating on a small lease which I will put down 
here for what it might be worth. First, if the option is exer
cised, the price per acre will exceed the present record by a 
factor of more than three. Secondly, I have wondered what City 
of Bountiful might do about reinjection of residual water, 
amounting to possibly as much as 2850 barrels per hour. 

It is not my intent here to evaluate the geothermal potential of 
the lease, except to say that I think we both recognize that it 
is favorably situated. The location, however, is astride the 
Dome fault, and drilling in the fault zone is a risky business; 
and, dealing with such problems as might be encountered, can be 
a costly business. 

I don't know what reservoir engineers will finally decide is an 
optimum well spacing to produce the field. There is a good chance, 
however, that it will not be less than 40 acres. The u. s. 
Geological Survey has the authority to impose a well spacing scheme 
on all operators in the field, if in their view, they feel a certain 
well spacing extracts the optimum amount of the resource. 

GWC/skb 

Sincerely yours 1 

Gary W. Crosby 
Exploration Director 






